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Abstract

The main focus of this work is on investigating the efficient scheduling and load balancing methods for parallel

heterogeneous execution environments when the computations of a complex multi-module application. In such

execution scenarios, there are several levels of heterogeneity that must be explicitly considered in order to attain

efficient cross-device collaborative computing. At the system level, it is essential to conduct workload partitioning

such that the minimum processing time is achieved and to efficiently exploit the capabilities of all relevant system

resources, e.g., the performance of architecturally different devices and the asymmetric bandwidth of communication

links. However, the additional level of heterogeneity is also introduced at the application level via data-dependent

modules with different characteristics and scheduling opportunities. In order to tackle these problems for a real-world

application with the above-mentioned complexity, a specific focus is paid herein on proposing efficient adaptive load

balancing algorithms that allow achieving the real-time collaborative video encoding on commodity desktop systems.

These algorithms rely on different scheduling and performance modeling techniques to efficiently exploit the parallel

execution at several levels, namely: i) at the level of a single module; ii) across several modules, and iii) at the

overall application level. In particular, the proposed adaptive load balancing approaches integrate different scheduling

techniques based on Functional Performance Modeling, Directed Acyclic Graphs and Linear Programming to explicitly

take into account the execution requirements of the individual modules, inter- and intra-module dependencies, as well

as the tight execution constraints of the considered application. Moreover, the algorithm for minimization of the

communication volume when two divisible load applications share the access to the single data partitioned buffer is

also derived.

I. INTRODUCTION

The main focus of this technical report is on investigating adaptive load balancing techniques for hierarchical

heterogeneous systems when performing the parallel computations of complex real-world applications. In general,

a complex real-world application may consists of a set of different execution parts (tasks, modules), which perform

different computations on a set of input data. The execution order of the included modules is strictly defined by the

data dependencies occurring between the modules and they might also share the access to a single data-partitioned

input/output buffer during the processing. This means that the execution of certain modules cannot start until some

previous modules have finished the processing, since they produce the input data for the other modules. Moreover,

at the level of a single module or several independent modules, the collaborative processing across multi-core

general-purpose Central Processing Units (CPUs) and several Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) can be attained

by partitioning the module’s total workload into several independent load fractions by relying on the previously

investigated distribution schemes.

More specifically, we will investigate herein efficient scheduling and load balancing methods for applications

consisting of several modules that demand the application of different scheduling approaches not only at the level

of a single module, but also across a set of modules or at the overall application level. Furthermore, we do not

rely on any synthetically generated workloads in order to simulate the behavior of the general applications, but

we rather focus our investigation on a real-world application which sustains the above-mentioned complexity. In

detail, we specifically investigate the possibilities of achieving the real-time video encoding of High Definition
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(HD) sequences on heterogeneous CPU+GPU systems via adaptive scheduling and load balancing, which is not a

trivial task due to increased computational demands and the overall complexity of encoding procedure.

In brief, real-time compression of high quality video is a fundamental prerequisite for modern video services

and applications. By efficiently exploiting temporal and spacial redundancy in video sequences, the latest video

coding standards, such as H.264/MPEG-4 Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [1] and High Efficiency Video Coding

(HEVC) [2], offer high quality and efficient video compression for a wide range of bitrates and resolutions [3].

However, such compression efficiency is offered at the cost of a significant increase of the computational demands

for the entire video encoding procedure, and particularly for certain video coding modules.

Driven by the increasing computing potential of modern desktop systems, often equipped with general purpose

multi-core CPUs and high performance GPUs, we focus herein on achieving real-time video encoding of HD video

sequences by simultaneously processing on all available devices in these hybrid CPU+GPU platforms. Several levels

of parallel processing are considered, which do not only address the parallelization of video coding modules for

different architectures, but also their efficient scheduling for collaborative execution in heterogenous environments

by relying on different load balancing approaches.

II. PARALLEL VIDEO CODING: FROM THEORY TO PRACTICE

Video encoding is a process of compressing the original video sequence from its raw frame-based representation

into a specific compressed format. By significantly reducing the size of the original video sequence, this procedure

allows lessening both network bandwidth demands (for video streaming) and local storage requirements. The output

format of the compressed video is strictly regulated by video coding standards, such as H.264/MPEG-4 AVC [1] and

the latest HEVC [2]. In order to achieve high compression rates, these standards also assume several processing steps

(modules) to be applied on raw input data. In fact, the standards are predominately focused on compression efficiency

as a trade-off between the size of compressed video and the quality loss when compared to the original video

sequence, i.e., Rate-Distortion (RD) performance. However, achieving size vs. quality trade-offs is a computationally

demanding process, which is very hard to be achieved in real-time. Hence, a specific attention will be paid on

improving the encoding efficiency in terms of the overall encoding time required to process the input video sequence

in heterogeneous computing environments by relying on different adaptive load balancing approaches. On the other

hand, it is worth to emphasize that the applied parallelization strategies, both at the level of single modules and the

overall encoder, do not significantly affect the expected RD performance [4, 5].

In general, the video encoding is a very complex process that does not only involve interaction across different

modules, but also the functionality of the modules depends on the applied compression mode for different types

of frames or parts of the frame (I-, B- or P-slices), different frame components (chroma/luma) and other encoding

parameters [1]. For brevity, the description provided herein only addresses the most important aspects of H.264/AVC

Baseline Profile for luma component of P-slices [1], in order to briefly introduce the basic functional principles of

video encoding and its modules and to sustain the overall understanding of the proposed load balancing methods.

In a nutshell, the video encoding process is performed on each input frame of the original video, which is
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the H.264/AVC encoder: inter-loop.

referred as Current Frame (CF). The size of the CF is determined by the resolution of the input video sequence,

e.g., 1280×720 pixels (720p sequence) or 1920×1080 pixels (1080p sequence) for commonly used HD sequences.

The process of video encoding exploits both spatial redundancy of video content within the CF (intra-prediction

mode) and the temporal redundancy in the video sequence between the CF and previously encoded frames, i.e.,

Reference Frames (RFs) (inter-prediction mode). Hence, the compressed video is stored in a specific output format,

as specified by the standard. In order to reconstruct the original video from this compressed format, it is required

to apply the video decoding procedure, which basically resembles the part of the encoder’s functionality.

As previously referred, during the video encoding process there are several different processing modules that need

to be applied on raw input data. Each of these modules has different characteristics in terms of data dependencies

and computational demands. Hence, the efficient video coding parallelization for heterogenous devices requires a

detailed analysis of both the entire video coding structure and the parallelization potential of incorporated modules,

regarding their inherent data dependencies and the computational demands. This work specifically focuses on an

efficient collaborative CPU+GPU processing of the H.264/AVC inter-loop modules, even though the presented

strategies are expected to be completely applicable to the HEVC standard, considering its similar video coding

structure composed of modules with similar functional and dependency characteristics [1, 2].

According to the H.264/AVC standard [1], CF is divided in multiple square-shaped 16×16 (pixels) Macroblocks

(MBs), which are encoded using either an intra- or an inter-prediction mode, as presented in Fig. 1. In the most

computationally demanding and frequently applied inter-prediction mode, Motion Estimation (ME) is firstly applied

in order to find the best matching candidate for the currently processed MB within previously encoded RFs. In

order to achieve higher compression efficiency, in this procedure it is allowed to further subdivide the current MB

into several MB partitions according to 7 different partitioning modes, namely 16×16, 16×8, 8×16, 8×8, 8×4,

4×8 and 4×4 pixels. Therefore, in the ME procedure, it is required to examine at most 41 different MB-partitions

(in respect to different partitioning modes) for each MB in the CF and across all considered RFs. The examination

of a single MB-partition requires to perform a search for the best matching candidate in a predefined Search Area

(SA) within a selected RF. The SA size is usually fixed at either 32×32, 64×64 or 128×128 pixels. The best
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matching candidate for the current MB-partition is selected as the one with the minimum distortion value, which

is computed according to the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) between all pixels from the current MB-partition

and the examined candidate in the SA.

In the ME procedure based on the Full-Search Block-Matching (FSBM) algorithm, all candidates within the

predefined SA are exhaustively examined. The position (displacement) of the best matching candidate and the

index of its RF is represented by the Motion Vector (MV), thus a set of MVs is the final output of the ME

procedure. The center of the SA for the currently processed MB-partition is usually specified by the median

predictor, which is computed as the median of the best MVs of its left, up and right-up neighbors. The final MV for

the current MB-partition is computed as the displacement of the best matching candidate relatively to the median

predictor. As it can be observed, testing all candidates for all MB-partitions and multiple RFs is computationally

demanding procedure, which designates the ME as the module of the highest computational complexity when

compared to all other inter-loop modules. In fact, its computational demands increase proportionally with the

number of considered RFs and SA size. In this work, FSBM algorithm is considered due to its regular structure

which makes it rather suitable for fine-grained GPU parallelization [4–9]. To lessen the previously mentioned

inherent dependencies between the current MB-partition and its neighbors in the median predictor-based FSBM

algorithm, and to further increase its parallelization potential, the FSBM algorithm applied herein relies on the

MV of the best matching candidate for 16×16 mode in the collocated MB in the previous frame (instead of

median predictor) [4, 5]. It is worth to mention that application of adaptive ME algorithms, such as Enhanced

Predictive Zonal Search (EPZS) [10] and Unsymmetrical-cross Multi-Hexagon grid Search (UMHexagonS) [11], is

not considered herein due to their dependency on video content, unpredictable performance and irregular structure

that does not allow efficient parallelization on GPU devices [12].

In order to refine the ME, the RFs are additionally interpolated by applying 6-tap filter (half-pixel precision) and

linear filter (quarter-pixel precision) in the Interpolation (INT) module. In detail, the output of the INT module

is stored in an interpolated Sub-pixel frame (SF) structure, as represented in Fig. 1. In the SF, each 4×4 pixels

area with the original pixel from RF positioned at its top-left corner, additionally encloses 3 half-pixels and 12

quarter-pixels. Since the interpolation is performed on all original pixels from the RF, it results in a 16 times larger

SF structure than the size of the original RF.

By relying on the MVs from the ME and interpolated SFs from the INT module, Sub-Pixel Motion Estimation

(SME) is applied in order to further refine the obtained MVs and provide a better prediction for each MB-partition.

In general, the search procedure in the SME module is similar to the one performed in the ME, except that it is

performed on previously interpolated SFs, instead of RFs. For each current MB-partition, the SME refinement is

performed using a two-step procedure, which firstly considers only the half-pixels and further refines the MV with

quarter-pixel precision in the second step.

According to the predefined distortion metric and the MVs obtained in the SME module, the best MB-partitioning

mode is selected in the Motion Compensation (MC) module for each MB among all previously mentioned 7 MB-

partitioning modes. According to the selected best MB-partitioning mode, the prediction for each MB is created
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from the interpolated SFs, and further subtracted from the original MB from CF in order to obtain the prediction

residual, as depicted in Fig. 1.

The computed prediction residual is then used in the Transform and Quantization (TQ) module, in order to

further compress the video information by exploiting the spatial correlation across the subsequent values in the

residual signal. In detail, for inter-prediction mode, a Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)-based integer transform is

applied on the 4×4 blocks of the residual data, and the output is further rounded according to predefined quantization

step. The obtained quantized transform coefficients and MVs from the SME are then entropy coded by exploiting

the statistical redundancy in the compressed output video. This set of data also represents the minimum information

sent to the decoder for reconstruction of the original video. In fact, the decoder is composed of the remaining inter-

loop modules (referred in the following text), which are also implemented in the feedback loop of the encoder, in

order to locally reconstruct the RFs.

The quantized transform coefficients are also dequantized and inverse transformed in the Inverse Transform and

Quantization (TQ−1) module. This procedure reconstructs the reference MBs, in the same way as it is done at the

decoder side, by relying on the predicted MBs from the MC module and the re-computed residual. This allows the

prediction of MBs in the ME procedure for the following frames by relying on these reconstructed RFs. Finally,

the Deblocking Filtering (DBL) is applied to remove the blocking artifacts and improve the visual aspect of the

reconstructed RF. The DBL is performed on the MBs’ and MB-partitions’ edges in the raster-scan order, where up

to three pixels are required to compute up to two filtered pixels on each side of the edge. Considering the distance

of 4 pixels between the neighboring edges, the subsequent filter operations require the previous filtering results. As

a consequence, an MB cannot be filtered until its left and up neighbors are processed. This limits the possibility

to efficiently perform the DBL in the collaborative CPU+GPU environments, since the maximum number of MBs

that can be filtered in parallel is limited to the number of MBs within a single anti-diagonal of the frame [13]. In

such a way, video encoding inter-loop is closed.

A. Video Encoding Inter-loop Parallelization in CPU+GPU Systems

Parallelization at the level of entire encoder brings to practice several hard-to-solve challenges, which must be

explicitly taken into account in order to ensure the correctness of the overall video encoding procedure. In detail,

an efficient parallelization requires the observance of data dependencies at several levels: i) between consecutive

frames, ii) within a single video frame, and iii) between processing modules.

In the H.264/AVC inter-prediction loop, the encoding of the CF can not start before the previous frames are

encoded and the required RFs are reconstructed, which prevents the encoding of several frames in parallel. Moreover,

the inherent data dependencies between the neighboring MBs in certain inter-loop modules (such as DBL) also

limit the possibility to concurrently perform the entire encoding procedure on different parts of a frame. Hence,

efficient pipelined schemes with several modules can hardly be adopted, either for parts of the frame or for the

entire frame. Furthermore, the output data of one module is often the input data for another (e.g., the MVs from

ME define the initial search point for the SME), which imposes additional data dependencies between the inter-loop
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modules. Hence, the data-dependent inter-loop modules generally have to be sequentially processed (within a single

frame). The only exceptions are ME and INT modules, which can be simultaneously processed, since both of them

use the CF and/or the RFs.

Architecturally different devices in modern CPU+GPU systems impose additional challenges to the modules’

parallelization. For example, GPUs require to exploit the fine-gained data-level parallelism suitable for simultaneous

processing on hundreds of cores, while for CPU architectures with several general purpose cores the parallelism can

even be exploited at coarser-grained level. Therefore, it is required to parallelize the modules for each device in the

system according to both per-module inherit parallelization potentials and device architectural characteristics. For

each inter-loop module, the detailed description of parallel algorithms and applied parallelization techniques can be

found in [4]. Furthermore, it is also required to guide the modules’ parallelization to allow efficient collaborative

execution in CPU+GPU systems by providing the unified per-module video coding functionality across different

devices [5]. In fact, in order to fully exploit the capabilities of different architectures, it is crucial to ensure that both

devices perform the computations on different frame partitions by relying on different per-device implementations.

In addition to modules’ parallelization for different architectures, there are several issues that have to be carefully

addressed in order to fully exploit the synergetic compute potential of CPU+GPU platforms. First of all, efficiently

parallelized modules have to be integrated into a single cross-device unified execution environment. In order to

fully exploit the capabilities of CPU+GPU systems for collaborative video encoding and to ensure the efficient

cross-device execution, a direct integration of parallelized modules is conducted in a specifically created CHPS-

based unified execution environment [14], by coalescing different vendor-specific programming models and tools,

i.e., OpenMP for multi-core CPUs, and CUDA for GPU devices. The major rationale behind adopting this approach

lies in the fact that this low level integration allows performing collaborative video encoding on detected processing

devices by attaining the full execution control in terms of per-device memory management, automatic mechanisms

for data-transfers between devices, as well as necessary kernel launches.

The second and the main issue tackled in this work is related to the scheduling and load balancing in heterogenous

CPU+GPU systems that allows efficient employment of all available heterogeneous devices to simultaneously

perform the complete video encoding inter-loop procedure. In particular, several different iterative load balancing

approaches are investigated and proposed herein, which cover different methods based on Functional Performance

Modeling (FPM) [15], Linear Programming (LP) [16] and Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)-based scheduling [17].

The proposed approaches distribute the computations of parallelized modules across devices by relying on realistic

characterization of both compute performance for each device-module pair and asymmetric bandwidth of commu-

nication buses. These performance parameters are obtained at run-time and without any a priori assumptions of the

device, module or communication performance. In detail, different performance modeling techniques are applied

for different approaches, in order to capture the performance disparity of architecturally different devices (i.e.,

multi-core CPUs and GPUs), which does not only come from their different computational resources, but also from

the ability of each device hardware to efficiently execute the parallelized inter-loop module, i.e., device-module

affinity. Since in the current desktop platforms the explicit host-initiated data transfers must be performed prior
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and after the GPU execution, a specific attention is also paid on minimizing the communication overheads across

bidirectional Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) interconnection bus. Furthermore, by iteratively

improving the load balancing decisions, the proposed dynamic scheduling methods do not only allow to achieve

a real-time processing of HD sequences, but also to capture and to adapt to different execution scenarios. This is

particularly important for video coding on highly unreliable and non-dedicated systems, where the execution time

can greatly vary depending on the current state of the platform (e.g., load fluctuations, multi-user time sharing,

operating system actions).

B. State-of-the-art Approaches for Parallel Video Coding

Current state-of-the-art approaches for parallel video coding on commodity platforms mainly deal with the

individual acceleration of certain modules on multi-core CPU or GPU architectures, such as INT [18], MC [19],

TQ and TQ−1 [20, 21] or DBL [22]. Due to its high computational complexity, the majority of the research works

analyzes ME parallelization considering both FSBM-based approaches [6–9, 23, 24] and fast algorithms [12, 25].

There are only rare attempts on efficient parallelization of the complete encoder (or its main functional parts), namely

for multi-core CPUs [26, 27], GPU architectures [26], distributed CPU systems [28] or CPU+GPU systems [29, 30].

Focusing on video encoding in CPU+GPU environments, state-of-the-art approaches usually i) simply offload

one of the inter-loop modules in its entirety (mainly ME) to the GPU, while performing the rest of the encoder

on the CPU [6, 9, 25, 29, 31], or ii) explore simultaneous CPU+GPU processing at the level of a single inter-

loop module [24, 30]. These approaches have limited scalability since only one GPU device can be efficiently

employed (a single module is executed on a single GPU). Also, by offloading a single module, it is not possible

to efficiently exploit the full capabilities of both CPU and GPU, i.e., CPU is mainly idle while GPU performs

the computations on the offloaded module [6, 9, 29, 31]. Moreover, for a single-module simultaneous CPU+GPU

processing, the considered methods for cross-device load distribution usually perform exhaustive search over the

set of possible distributions and/or rely on simplified models for both module/platform performance. In detail, the

optimal partitioning for “sub-frame” pipelining is decided through a large set of experiments in [25], single-GPU

and constant compute-only performance parametrization is used in [30], whereas the load distribution in [24] is

found by intersecting the fitted full performance curves for each device (experimentally obtained before module

execution). Moreover, some works consider the video encoding in multi-GPU environments [8, 23] (where the

CPUs are not used for computing, but only to provide control over a homogenous set of GPUs), where equidistant

data partitioning of CF/RFs is applied, which do not allow efficient load balancing in heterogenous environments.

The load balancing/scheduling methods proposed herein span over several scheduling classes in heterogenous

environments, such as simultaneous multi-module load balancing, static DAG-based scheduling, and adaptive FPM-

and LP-based iterative load balancing. The importance of efficient scheduling is emphasized in various publications

related to video signal processing, such as video encoding [32], video processing [33] and video transcoding [34]. In

detail, the authors in [32] apply Divisible Load (DL) scheduling for non-H.264/AVC (custom) encoder in CPU-only

distributed environments with single-port communication for single-module load distribution. However, to the best
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of our knowledge, the work presented in this work is one of the first that thoroughly investigates dynamic load

balancing and scheduling of H.264/AVC inter-loop modules for real-time video encoding in heterogenous multi-core

CPU and multi-GPU environments.

III. ADAPTIVE LOAD BALANCING FOR COLLABORATIVE VIDEO ENCODING ON MULTI-CORE CPU AND

MULTI-GPU ENVIRONMENTS

In order to derive the efficient load balancing/scheduling approaches for collaborative video encoding in multi-

core CPU and multi-GPU systems, it is firstly required to analyze the scheduling potential of each individual module

or the group of modules for the H.264/AVC inter-loop. Since the main goal is to fully exploit the capabilities of

different architectures and achieve the real-time encoding, it is crucial to ensure that both types of devices perform

the computations on different frame partitions by relying on different per-device implementations of the same

algorithm. This brings to practice the problem of finding the adequate data partitioning scheme to be applied for

efficient collaborative processing. In this work, the 1D data partitioning is applied at the level of MB rows, which

means that the modules selected for collaborative CPU+GPU execution can operate at the finest granularity of a

size MB height×frame width, i.e., 16×frame width, where the frame width depends on the input video

resolution and the type of data buffer on which a specific module performs computations, e.g., CF, RF or SF. The

major rationale behind performing the load balancing at the level of MB rows lies in the fact that: i) processing at

the level of single MBs would require inevitable repacking of the original frame format from a matrix/array of pixels

(in raster scan order) to an array of structures (MBs), which would introduce additional execution overheads; ii)

the distributions of partial rows would require more complex mechanisms for their handling at the accelerator side

(e.g., CUDA thread blocks arranged in a 2D processing grid, as well as optimized memory management routines,

are better suited to rectangularly shaped data inputs); and iii) more compact data transfers between the host and the

accelerators (GPUs) can be performed by applying the algorithm at the MB rows level, without any superfluous

transfers of additional MBs.

However, the data partitioning prerequisites and the possibility of applying the module’s computations on the

parts of the frame are not the only requirements to achieve the efficiency. In fact, the inter-loop module should also

sustain the sufficient amount of computational load and data parallelism in order to provide efficient collaborative

processing. As previously referred, different modules from H.264/AVC inter-loop enclose a diverse set of operations

and computational demands, and their individual impact on the overall encoding time greatly differs, thus they offer

different amount of scheduling opportunities. Due to the fact that different device types have different processing

capabilities and rely on different implementations of the same algorithm, even the same module can operate

quite differently across the devices. Hence, each inter-loop module or group of modules might require different

scheduling/load balancing approaches to be applied in order to attain the efficient collaborative execution and to

justify the cost of introduced scheduling overheads over the expected speed-ups.

In order to realistically depict the scheduling potential and experimentally assess the contributions of individual

modules to the overall video encoding time, the initial inter-loop encoding was performed for an 1080p HD video
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Fig. 2. Execution share of H.264/AVC inter-loop modules in the total encoding time on quad-core Intel i7 950 (CPU N) for 1080p HD

sequences and SA of 32×32.
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Fig. 3. Execution share of H.264/AVC inter-loop modules in the total encoding time on NVIDIA GeForce GTX580 (GPU F) for 1080p HD

sequences and SA of 32×32.

sequence on two different device architectures, namely on quad-core Intel Nehalem i7 950 processor (CPU N) and

NVIDIA Fermi GeForce GTX580 (GPU F). It is worth to mention that the selection of CPU N and GPU F devices

for the initial evaluation is not only driven by the fact that those two devices realistically represent a common

off-the-shelf computing platform, but also because we have chosen a desktop system equipped with these devices

as a baseline for assessing the efficiency of different load balancing approaches proposed herein. During the initial

evaluation on each device architecture, the previously referred parallelized modules were used and the inter-loop

encoding was performed considering different number of RFs and the SA size of 32×32 pixels.

Figures 2 and 3 show the overall share of different inter-loop modules in the total encoding time for CPU N and

GPU F architectures, respectively. As expected, by offloading the complete inter-loop encoding to the GPU F device

it is possible to significantly reduce the overall encoding time when compared to the execution on the CPU N, i.e,

about 2 times (across different number of RFs). It is also worth emphasizing that, for all tested cases, performing

inter-loop encoding on a single device architecture does not allow achieving the real-time encoding, for which the

total encoding time should be less or equal to 40ms, i.e., 25 frames per second (fps).

As referred in Section II, despite being dependent on the resolution of the input video (which is a characteristic

of all inter-loop modules), the execution time of ME significantly increases with the SA size and the number of

RFs. As it can be observed in Fig. 2 and 3 for the fixed SA size of 32×32 pixels, encoding with a higher number

of RFs significantly increases the relative computational load of the ME module, since it is required to examine a

larger number of candidates. In contrast, the execution time of all other inter-loop modules does not depend on the

number of considered RFs, i.e., it remains almost constant for a single device architecture across different number

of RFs. Hence, the share of the ME process in the overall encoding time expectedly increases with the number
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Fig. 4. Execution share of remaining H.264/AVC inter-loop modules on different device architectures.

of RFs (see Fig. 2 and 3), while the share of all remaining modules in the overall encoding time is reducing,

when performing the inter-loop encoding with increased number of RFs. As it can also be noticed, the aggregate

contribution of ME, INT and SME modules is between 92.5% and 98.4% of the total encoding time, which makes

them perfectly suitable for simultaneous CPU+GPU collaborative computing. On the other hand, the impact to the

overall encoding time of all other Remaining Modules, i.e., MC, TQ, TQ−1 and DBL, is very low and it spans from

1.6% to 8.5%. In fact, since their operational mode does not depend on the number of RFs, the total execution time

of all remaining modules is equal to 2.6ms on GPU F and 8.8ms on CPU N for all tested cases. For simplicity,

the Remaining Modules, i.e., MC, TQ, TQ−1 and DBL, will be referred herein as R*.

In order to further analyze the scheduling potential of R* modules, Fig. 4(a) and 4(b) show the contribution of

each remaining module in the total remaining time for CPU N and GPU F devices, respectively. The total remaining

time is the time required to sequentially perform MC, TQ, TQ−1 and DBL on a single device architecture (2.6ms

for GPU F and 8.8ms for CPU N). As it can be observed, DBL is the module with the biggest impact, since

it contributes to the remaining time with 54.9% on the CPU N and 59.5% on the GPU F device. However, due

to insufficient amount of data parallelism sustained in the DBL module (see Section II), it cannot be efficiently

performed on CPU+GPU systems in a collaborative fashion. This practically means that, in collaborative execution

scenarios, DBL module has to be assigned to a single (best performing) device. Although the other R* modules,

i.e., MC, TQ and TQ−1, allow data partitioning at the level of MB rows and independent collaborative processing,

their cumulative execution time is about 1ms on the GPU F device, which is too small to justify application of

any sophisticated load balancing methods. In brief, besides the effort needed for creating a complex scheduling

environment to support collaborative execution and derivation/application of specific load-balancing techniques, the

introduced scheduling overheads are still expected to have significant impact to the practically attainable collaborative

speed-ups.

For these reasons, different load balancing/scheduling strategies are applied for different groups of H.264/AVC

inter-loop modules, in order to attain the efficient collaborative CPU+GPU processing. In particular, for inter-

loop modules that sustain sufficient amount of computational load, i.e., ME, INT and SME modules, cross-device

collaborative processing is considered for execution scenarios where several heterogenous devices simultaneously

perform different MB rows of a single processing module. For this, several different adaptive load balancing
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techniques are investigated and proposed based on FPM and LP, in order to demonstrate the ability of different

methods to cope with the inherent complexity of the video encoding procedure and to attain real-time encoding.

On the other hand, for remaining R* modules, mapping of individual modules to the best performing devices

is considered via application of an optimal DAG-based scheduling approach, where the inter-loop modules are

distributed to deferent device architectures according to their module-device affinities. Hence, the main issues

tackled herein are related to the efficient cross-device parallel inter-loop processing at three different levels, namely:

i) simultaneous collaborative processing; ii) R* (inter-module) mapping and iii) adaptive iterative load balancing.

A. System Model and Problem Formulation

The heterogenous computing platform depicted in Fig. 5 is a modern CPU+GPU system that incorporates a set

of nc CPU cores and nw GPU accelerators, i.e., pi heterogenous processing devices, where i={1, . . ., nc+nw}.

The depicted system resembles the fact that, in the current desktop/server platforms, the accelerators are usually

not stand-alone processing devices and they perform the computations on the data fetched from the main memory,

where the CPU is responsible for initiating on-device executions and data-transfers across interconnection buses.
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pnc+2(           )

(             )pnc+nw

Fig. 5. Heterogeneous multi-core CPU and multi-GPU/accelerator system.

In order to achieve efficient simultaneous collaborative processing for inter-loop modules with substantial amount

of computational load, i.e., ME, INT and SME modules, it is required to determine the distributions of N MB

rows across several heterogeneous devices such that the overall execution is as balanced as possible, where N

represents the total number of MB rows in a single frame. In particular, the distribution vector α={αi} needs to

be determined, where αi represents the number of MB rows to be to be processed on each pi device. In detail,

proposed FPM- and LP-based load balancing methods for simultaneous collaborative computing of ME, INT and

SME modules are referred as Load Balancing Routines for Simultaneous Collaborative Processing and their

detailed descriptions are provided in Section III-C. Hence, depending on the considered load balancing method, the

determined distribution vector may reflect the distributions for a single module or a group of modules.

Due to the lower impact of the remaining modules on the total video coding time, the R* mapping refers to

the process where each remaining module is assigned to a device according to its module-device affinity, such that

the overall and sequentially performed MC+TQ+TQ−1+DBL procedure is executed in the shortest possible time.
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Algorithm 1 Inter-frame adaptive scheduling algorithm (outline)
Initialization phase:

1: load first inter-frame

2: determine the initial distribution(s) for computationally intensive inter-loop modules by equidistantly partitioning the total

load N across all devices pi, i={1, . . ., nc+nw}
3: execute, in parallel, the assigned MB rows by performing the computations of respective inter-modules on each pi device

and record the execution time of each load, as well as the time taken to transfer all the input and output data

4: on each pi device, perform the remaining R* inter-loop modules and record the execution times, as well as the input and

output data transfer times

5: calculate the per-processor speeds and the asymmetric bandwidth of the interconnections for each non-CPU device and built

the initial performance models (calculate the scheduling coefficients)

6: proceed to the Iterative phase

Iterative phase:

1: for frame nr=2 to nr of inter frames do

2: call the Load Balancing Routine for Simultaneous Collaborative Processing to determine the load distribution(s)

3: simultaneously process the assigned number of MB rows for computationally intensive modules on each pi device,

perform the input and output transfers, and record the corresponding times

4: call R* mapping routine to determine the module-device execution pairs for the remaining modules and record the

corresponding processing/transfer times

5: Update Relative Performance Models/Parameters and check the termination criterion

6: end for

In this work, an optimal mapping of remaining modules is performed by relying on Dijkstra algorithm [35] and

the details regarding the applied R* method are provided in Section III-B.

Furthermore, the selected load balancing method for simultaneous collaborative processing and R* method are

then integrated into an iterative procedure for scheduling and load balancing at two considered levels of

collaborative execution, which main functional principle is presented in Alg. 1. The general structure of the proposed

algorithm for collaborative inter-loop encoding has two main phases: Initialization phase and Iterative phase.

The Initialization phase of the algorithm is used to assess the initial performance parameters, obtained during the

encoding of the first inter-frame. For simultaneous collaborative processing of computational intensive inter-loop

modules, the required performance information is obtained by equidistant MB row-wise partitioning among all

available heterogeneous devices (line 2 in Alg. 1). Afterwards, the execution times, as well as input and output

data-transfer times, on each device and for each assigned load are registered (line 3) and used to calculate the

module-specific relative device speeds, asymmetric bandwidth of interconnection buses and build the initial partial

performance models or calculate the scheduling coefficients (line 5). For R* mapping, the remaining inter-loop

modules are run in parallel on every heterogeneous device in order to assess the module-device affinities, by

recording the initial execution time for each module (line 4). The data obtained from this Initialization phase is

then used as the input to the Iterative phase.
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Fig. 6. Data-flow diagram and weighted DAG structure of H.264/AVC encoding procedure for mapping the remaining R* modules.

In contrast to the Initialization phase, which is only applied during the encoding of the first inter-frame, the

Iterative phase is used for every subsequent inter-frame. This phase dynamically balances the computational load

of simultaneously processed modules, and efficiently distributes the remaining modules. Moreover, it also iteratively

improves the load balancing decisions and adapts to the current state of the execution platform. The Iterative phase

consists of two main scheduling routines: 1) selected Load Balancing Routine for Simultaneous Collaborative

Processing (line 2 in Alg. 1); and 2) R* mapping (line 4), which are used for each inter-frame. In brief, the

scheduling decisions from these two routines are used for parallel cross-device execution of the respective modules

and the execution/transfer times are registered for each assigned module-device pair (lines 3 and 4). The Update

Relative Performance Models/Parameters procedure (line 5) concludes the Iterative phase for a single inter-frame,

by updating the parameters/performance models and determining the achieved load balancing.

It is worth emphasizing that these approaches do not rely on any assumption about module characteristics or

device performance, but they rather obtain realistic and relevant performance parameters in runtime, during the

execution of the video encoding procedure. In order to capture the performance disparity of heterogeneous devices

and module-device affinities, the performance of each device is quantitatively expressed as the ratio between the

given workload (e.g., MB rows) and the time taken to process it. A similar approach was applied for modeling the

asymmetric bandwidth of interconnection buses between the CPU (host) and accelerators.

The following Sections provide detailed descriptions for the applied method to optimally map the remaining inter-

loop modules, i.e., optimal R* mapping (Section III-B), and for different FPM- and LP-based methods to achieve

load balancing when collaboratively performing the computations of ME, INT and SME modules (Section III-C).

B. Optimal Mapping of Remaining Inter-loop Modules (R* Mapping)

In this procedure, each of the least computationally intensive R* modules (MC, TQ, TQ−1 and DBL) is

mapped to a processing device according to its module-device affinity. To minimize the time of a complete

MC+TQ+TQ−1+DBL sequence, this procedure relies on the performance parameters obtained in the Initialization

phase.

The implementation of this procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6 for the case of a typical CPU+GPU system. To

reflect the different module-device execution affinities, a data-flow diagram is constructed which includes both

the processing and the data transfer times (in each direction) for each of the remaining R* modules and devices

in the system. In fact, such data-flow diagram is a weighted DAG that encapsulates all possible communication
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Fig. 7. Data-flow diagram for remaining R* modules across CPU N and GPU F devices.

paths between the accelerators and the CPU. In detail, tMC , tTQ, tTQ
−1

and tDBL represent the time required to

process each R* module, MC, TQ, TQ−1 and DBL, respectively, on different device architectures (where index c

designates CPU and index g GPU device). The edges represent the time needed to perform all input/output data

transfers to/from a certain device. In Fig. 6, tp represents the time needed to transfer MVs from SME and/or

SFs from INT to perform MC, tr designates the transfer time of produced residual data to initiate TQ, tq is the

time required to transfer quantization coefficients for TQ−1, whereas trf and tff represent the transfer times of

reconstructed and filtered frames, respectively. The transfer direction is designated by hd or dh indices to represent

the transfers occurring from the CPU (host) to the GPU (device) or from the GPU to the CPU, respectively. When

performing a certain module on a single device, the occurrence of data transfers and the amount of transferred data

depend on which device has previously produced the inputs for this module. For example, if CPU device is selected

to perform TQ, the amount and occurrence of data transfers depends on where MC was previously performed. In

case that GPU was responsible for MC and computation of residual data, this data needs to be transferred from the

GPU to the CPU prior to TQ computing on CPU (designated as trdh and associated with the dashed black line in

Fig. 6). On the other hand, if MC was previously performed on the same device selected for TQ, the data transfers

will not occur, since the data is locally produced (marked with 0 over the dashed gray line in Fig. 6). Hence, the

main problem tackled in the R* mapping is to minimize the total encoding time of a complete MC+TQ+TQ−1+DBL

sequence by evaluating the benefits between local computing of the next module or offloading the computations of

the next module to some other device. For this, it is also needed to explicitly take into account the time required

to transfer the input data for each module and for each device.

Although the minimization of the makspan can be generally achieved by applying an arbitrary selected DAG-

based scheduling algorithm, a specific focus was paid on finding the optimal solution with Dijkstra’s algorithm [35].

This decision is corroborated by the fact that the overall DAG structure has a fixed (small) number of nodes per

employed device (4), and its complexity is only increased by the (small) number of employed devices in the current

desktop systems. Hence, by applying the Dijkstra’s algorithm [35], the shortest path can be found in order to

determine the exact mapping between the modules and the devices. The obtained shortest path between the starting

and ending node of this graph corresponds to the minimum encoding time of a complete MC+TQ+TQ−1+DBL

sequence. Furthermore, it is worth emphasizing that due to the limited number of nodes and edges, the application

of this algorithm does not introduce a significant overheads to the overall encoding procedure.
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Figure 7 shows the data-flow diagram for mapping the R* modules in a real-world computing system consisting

of a quad-core CPU N and GPU F devices. The weights assigned to each node and edge in the graph represent

the experimentally obtained execution/transfer values expressed in ms. Despite previously referred difference in

the time required to process different R* modules on different architectures, Fig. 7 also depicts the difference in

the transfer time for different types of input/output data. As it can be observed, the time for data transfers differs

in respect to the amount of data and the transfer direction. For example, the time to transfer the same amount of

output data from MC, i.e., residual data, is usually higher when the transfers occur from host to device than from

device to host. The reason behind this behavior lies in the asymmetric bandwidth of PCIe x16 lanes, where the

higher bandwidth is usually offered for transfers originating from the device. On the other hand, the impact of the

amount of data to be transferred can be evidenced by an order of magnitude less time required to transfer a full set

of MVs for MC, at the beginning, than the transfer time of a complete filtered frame, at the end of this procedure.
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Kernel Time (in       ) Host to Device Transfers (in       ) Device to Host Transfers (in       )ms ms ms

Fig. 8. Obtained solution for optimal mapping of R* modules across CPU N and GPU F devices.

By applying the previously described method to the graph presented in Fig. 7, the optimal mapping of R* modules

is found and depicted in Fig. 8. As it can be noticed, the capability of GPU F device to outperform the execution of

all R* modules on the quad-core CPU N was significant enough to compensate the cost of additional data transfers,

thus resulting in a solution that completely offloads all R* modules to the GPU F device. Motivated by this fact and

in order to reduce the presentation complexity of the load balancing algorithms in the remainder of this manuscript,

during the presentation of all subsequent algorithms it will be assumed that all R* modules are offloaded to a single

(best performing) device. When required, the algorithms will be specifically developed to address the cases when

R* modules are performed on a GPU device, i.e., GPU-centric approaches, or a CPU, i.e., CPU-centric approach.

However, it is worth emphasizing that this simplification is only introduced for presentation purposes and it does not

influence the generality of the proposed load balancing approach, since in the real-world scenarios the R* mapping

algorithm is performed according to the details provided herein and the procedure depicted in Fig. 6.

Hence, in order to achieve real-time inter-loop H.264/AVC encoding, different load balancing approaches, based

on FPM and LP, are presented in the remained of this manuscript, which allow efficient distribution of computational

loads from ME, INT and SME modules and their simultaneous collaborative processing across several heterogeneous

devices. In particular, the main issue tackled herein deals with the load balancing for multi-module applications

with strict data dependencies. For this, the proposed FPM-based load balancing strategies rely on the Multi-level

Simultaneous Load Balancing Algorithm (MSLBA) [36], in order to distribute the loads across different processing
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Fig. 9. State of input/output buffers when assigning di loads to a device with MSLBA VC1.

groups and devices, and to simultaneously built their partial performance models. Moreover, the LP-based approach

is considered herein to derive an efficient scheduling strategy capable of coping with the overall complexity and

the inherent data dependencies at the level of complete inter-loop video encoding.

C. Load Balancing Routines for Simultaneous Collaborative Processing based on Functional Performance Modeling

In order to efficiently distribute the computation loads of ME, INT and SME modules, two different MSLBA-based

approaches are investigated herein, namely MSLBA VC1 and MSLBA VC2. These approaches achieve simultaneous

multi-level load balancing across different processing groups and across devices in each group by dynamically

building the partial estimations of the group performance models with minimal number of points [36]. However,

they differ in how ME+INT+SME execution is perceived (in scheduling terms), thus they offer different opportunities

to achieve real-time inter-loop encoding. In detail, MSLBA VC1 considers the overall ME+INT+SME sequence

as an inseparable process, which means that all heterogeneous devices perform the part of the ME+INT+SME

sequence on different portions of the input data. On the other hand, MSLBA VC2 is a two-step load balancing

procedure, which separately considers ME+INT and SME modules, and it employs replication of modules’ execution

to minimize the communication overheads. As a consequence, these two approaches require different multi-module

total performance models for both heterogeneous devices and processing groups.

In the multi-module load balancing problem tacked in MSLBA VC1 approach, the loads of a complete ME+INT+SME

sequence are distributed across nc+nw heterogeneous devices by determining a distribution vector d={di}, i={1, . . ., nc+nw}.

Each pi device operates on the assigned di load, such that processing of the overall ME+INT+SME sequence is as

balanced as possible. Naturally, the sum of all di distributions in the d distribution vector must be equal to the total

problem size of N expressed in MB rows, i.e.,
∑nc+nw

i=1 di=N (generally, N=resolution height/MB height).

For multi-module applications, it is also required to ensure adequate mapping of assigned di loads across several

partitioned input/output data buffers, in order to guarantee the correctness of the overall procedure. In contrast,

single-module applications usually perform computations on a single input/output buffer, thus the direct mapping

of assigned number of chunks to the parts of the input/output data is assumed. As depicted in Fig. 9, assigning di

chunks to a single device for computing the part of ME+INT+SME sequence with MSLBA VC1 approach refers to:
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Fig. 10. MSLBA VC1: Load balancing for complete ME+INT+SME sequence.

i) performing ME on the CF portion of a size di×MB height×CF width, as well as on previously reconstructed

RFs (depending on the number of considered RFs), to produce di×MV width part of the output MVs buffer from

ME (referred herein as MVm); ii) performing INT on a di×MB height×RF width part of the RF to produce

a portion of the currently interpolated SF of a size di×MB height×SF width; and iii) performing SME on

computed MVm and current SF portions, as well as on previously interpolated SFs, to produce the final part of the

output MVs from SME, i.e., MVs, of a size di×MV width. In general, CF width=RF width=resolution width,

MV width=(res width/MB width)×41×sizeof(MV data), and SF width=16×resolution width.

Figure 10 graphically represents (in time domain) the load balancing problem addressed with the MSLBA VC1

approach, for two different problem variants, i.e., GPU-centric and CPU-centric in Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively.

As it can be observed in Fig. 10, the total video encoding time (for all inter-loop modules) is separated in two parts,

namely τb and τtot. τb designates the application region of MSLBA VC1 approach for collaborative processing of

ME, INT and SME modules, whereas the region between τb and τtot marks the application area of the R* mapping

algorithm. As previously referred, the general algorithm requires to apply the already referred R* mapping algorithm

between τb and τtot, where the R* modules are represented as executed on a single device. However, for presentation

simplicity and without loss of generality, CPU- and GPU- centric variants are considered herein, whose selection

is guided according to the determined best performing device from the R* mapping analysis.

In Fig. 10(a) for GPU-centric MSLBA VC1 approach, GPU1 designates the best performing device selected for

computing the remaining R* modules, which also makes this device responsible for reconstructing the RF used

for encoding of the next inter-frame (marked with RF+1). In this variant, the overall MSLBA VC1 load balancing

procedure does not only depend on the type of device which performs the assigned part of the ME+INT+SME

sequence (CPU or GPU), but also on the device which is selected to perform R* computations. In detail, in
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the τb region, all employed devices, i.e., CPU and accelerators (GPUs), are required to adhere to the predefined

computation order of a complete ME+INT+SME sequence for an arbitrary load distribution. However, when

performing the computations on GPU accelerators, the additional data transfers must be explicitly taken into account

to guarantee the correctness of video encoding for R* modules and subsequent inter-frames. First of all, the part

of CF needs to be transferred from the host CPU to all accelerators in order to sustain ME and SME processing.

Previously reconstructed RF is also initially transferred to all accelerators, except to GPU1 that was involved in

its reconstruction (it is already present in its global memory). Furthermore, after INT process, all interpolated

parts of SF on accelerators need to be transferred to the host to complete the SF on the CPU side, in order to

ensure the correctness of MC on selected GPU1, as well as SME for the next inter-frame on all devices. For this,

remaining SF portions, i.e., parts of SF interpolated on other devices, need to be transferred from the host to all

accelerators (see the region between τb and τtot). Since a whole set of MVs from SME is also needed for MC on

GPU1, the generated MVs on all other accelerators (i.e., MVs) are first sent and gathered at the CPU side, and

then the missing SME MVs are transferred from the host to the GPU1. In the GPU-centric variant depicted in

Fig. 10(a), it is assumed that whole CF is initially sent to the GPU1. This is mainly due to the fact that even if

the part of CF is initially transferred, the remaining part of CF will need to be fetched before MC. Furthermore,

during the computation of R* modules on GPU1, the remaining portion of SF is transferred from the host to all

other accelerators to complete the SF at the accelerators. Finally, after R* modules are processed, the reconstructed

RF+1 is transferred to the host to allow encoding of the next inter-frame. In CPU-centric MSLBA VC1 approach

presented in Fig. 10(b), the R* modules are assigned to the CPU, while all GPUs resemble the functionality of

GPUi accelerators from the GPU-centric approach.

In order to determine d distribution vector by relying on the MSLBA approach [36], it is firstly needed to define the

structure of the total performance models for each device type, which will naturally reflect the structure of automat-

ically built group performance models. According to the previous discussion, the total performance models for CPU

cores, must be built such that a single point in the model, obtained when a certain di loads are processed on a pi de-

vice, i={1, . . ., nc}, correspond to the relative performance calculated as ψti(di)=di/(t
me
i (di)+t

int
i (di)+t

sme
i (di)),

where tmei (di), tinti (di) and tsmei (di) represent the time required to process di loads within ME, INT and SME

modules, respectively. On the other hand, the total performance models for accelerators differ according to the R*

mapping decisions, i.e., whether the accelerator is selected for computation of R* modules. Hence, as depicted in

Fig. 10(a), for selected GPU1 accelerator, in a single di point, the total performance model should be constructed

such that the relative performance is calculated as ψti(di)=di/(t
cfhd
i (di)+t

me
i (di)+t

int
i (di)+t

sfdh
i (di)+t

sme
i (di)),

i=nc+1, where tcfhdi (di) represent the time required to transfer the CF from the host to the device, and tsfdhi (di)

is the time to transfer interpolated portion of the SF to the host. For other accelerators (or all accelerators in the CPU-

centric approach), the relative performance should be calculated as ψti(di)=di/(t
cfhd
i (di)+t

rfhd
i (di)+t

me
i (di)+t

int
i (di)+t

sfdh
i (di)+t

sme
i (di)+t

mvdh
i (di)),

i={nc+2, . . ., nw}, to take also into account the host to device transfer of RF, trfhdi (di), and device to host transfer

of the computed MVs from SME, tmvdhi (di). Hence, to build the full total performance model of a pi device it is

required to exhaustively examine a complete set of di loads from 1 to the total size of N for each computationally
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Fig. 11. MSLBA VC1 load balancing achieved on a system with a quad-core CPU N and two GPU F devices for 1080p HD sequence encoding

with 1 RF and SA of 32×32.

intensive module and take the respective execution/transfer times. However, as previously referred, by relying on

MSLBA approach, it is possible to reduce the time to exhaustively examine all possible combinations, by constructing

the partial estimations of the full performance models in run-time, i.e., during the video encoding procedure.

In case when MSLBA VC1 approach is selected as the Load Balancing Routine for Simultaneous Collaborative

Processing in the iterative Alg. 1, the initial d distribution vector is determined by equidistant partitioning of the

total problem size of N across all employed devices within the processing groups. The obtained execution/transfer

values are then used to construct the initial partial performance models for each heterogeneous device, which

are subsequently used in the Iterative phase to invoke MSLBA routine, construct group performance models and

determine further distributions to achieve multi-level load balancing across processing groups and devices.

In order to provide initial assessment of the benefits when relying on MSLBA VC1 approach to perform video

encoding in a real dedicated heterogeneous desktop system consisting of a quad-core CPU N and two GPU F

devices, four processing groups were defined such that two groups consist of a single CPU N core and one GPU F

device, while the remaining two CPU N cores are assigned to the single-device groups. As in previous evaluations,

the video encoding was performed on the inter-frames from a 1080p HD sequence with 1 RF and SA of 32×32

pixels. The steady-state load balancing decision was obtained after encoding of the second inter-frame, i.e., the

MSLBA VC1 decisions resulted in the same distributions when encoding subsequent inter-frames. The obtained

load balancing (in time domain) is depicted in Fig. 11. According to the analysis presented in Section III-B, the GPU-

centric variant for MSLBA VC1 approach was adopted, and for simplicity reasons the obtained final distribution

vector {{27, 3}, {28, 3}, 3, 3} is presented in its adjusted per-device form with device enumeration starting from

the accelerators. As it can be observed, the obtained load balancing with MSLBA VC1 approach results in a 2.6

times faster video encoding procedure, when compared to the equidistant partitioning among devices performed in

the Initialization phase, i.e., with equidistant partitioning the total encoding requires τeqtot=69.15ms, whereas with

MSLBA VC1 it takes τtot=26.66ms.

By relying on MSLBA VC1 approach it is also possible to perform collaborative real-time video encoding with

1 RF, i.e., the total encoding time is significantly below the real-time limit of 40ms, which was not possible to

achieve at the level of single device executions (see Section III). In particular, the speed-up of 3.86 is obtained when
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Fig. 12. Total performance models for individual modules and data transfers on GPU F device.

compared to the execution on quad-core CPU N. However, the achieved speed-up with MSLBA VC1 approach on

quad-core CPU N and two GPU F devices is 1.65 when compared to the execution on a single GPU F device.

Although significant, the obtained speed-up can also be considered as relatively low regarding the overall computing

potential of employed heterogeneous desktop system, where one would expect the speed-up greater than 2 when

compared to the video encoding on a single GPU F device. This brings to practice another strategy for developing

efficient load balancing algorithms, where it is essential to take into account the practical aspects of the execution,

in addition to the previously considered theoretical aspects, i.e., to develop specific solutions for specific problems

or parts of the problem. Hence, to reach higher speed-ups, it is needed to detect the main sources of performance

degradation and to improve the quality of load balancing decisions by relying on previously obtained results.

In detail, in Fig.11 there are two main improvement points that can be spotted, namely: i) minimization of the

communication overheads when transferring interpolated SF; and ii) improving the scheduling granularity to reduce

the load balancing bubbles.

To provide thorough analysis of the first improvement point, Fig. 12(a) presents the obtained performance (total

performance models) for ME, INT and SME kernels and host to device transfers for respective parts of the CF

(RF), MVs and SF, for different number of MB rows and previously described encoding conditions, when kernels

are individually performed on the GPU F device. As it can be observed, INT and SME kernels are capable of

delivering significantly higher performance than ME kernel (performance in Fig. 12(a) is presented in log scale),

and this difference is expected to be even higher when performing video encoding with a larger number of RFs.

Among those three kernels, INT delivers the highest performance for all MB rows, which suggests that interpolating

the current RF (or its part) takes significantly less time than performing SME or ME. These conclusions also

correspond to the results presented in Fig. 3(a). On the other hand, the performance achieved for host to device

transfers for different parts of CF, MVs and SF differs by an order of magnitude between each of them, with MVhd

being capable of delivering the highest and SFhd the lowest performance. The rationale behind this behavior lies
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in different amounts of data to be transferred for a fixed number of MB rows across CF, MVs and SF, i.e., the

width of corresponding buffers is different. As previously referred, a single MB row from SF requires 16 times

larger amount of data to be transferred than a single MB row from CF, and about 100 times larger amount of

data when compared to MVs, if a single pixel or MV are packed in a size of an integer. In fact, as depicted in

Fig. 12(b), transferring larger SF portions in both host to device and device to host directions achieves only 2/3

of INT kernel performance. This means that the time taken to transfer parts of SF is significantly higher than the

time required for their computation within INT module. This analysis and relatively low share of INT module in

the overall encoding time for parallel quad-core CPU N execution, as presented in Fig. 2(a), suggest that instead of

collaboratively computing INT module on all heterogeneous devices, the more efficient execution can be achieved

by replicating the computation of INT module in each device. As a consequence, each device will be involved in

the interpolation of a complete SF, thus no additional data transfers will be required.

The second improvement refers to the reduction of the load balancing bubbles observed in Fig. 11, where it can

be noticed that the employed heterogeneous devices do not finish their executions at the same time instant, i.e., they

do not achieve perfect load balancing. For example, the computation of ME+INT+SME sequence on each CPU N

core finishes before the load balancing τb time, thus introducing the idle time periods, which are referred herein as

load balancing bubbles. The load balancing bubbles occur due to the strict requirement of assigning and processing

integer loads on each device, thus the ability of achieving the perfectly balanced execution across different devices

is limited by the level of granularity adopted for scheduling. In particular, the applied MSLBA VC1 is a two-step

load balancing approach, where the load distributions are firstly determined in the real domain and subsequently

refined to the integer values in the refinement procedure [36]. Hence, only obtained distributions in the real domain

allow achieving perfect load balancing. In order to minimize the load balancing bubbles, the refinement procedure

distributes the remaining loads to different devices (after rounding down the distributions in the real domain to

the nearest integers), such that the overall makespan is minimal. However, the amount of provoked load balancing

bubbles in the refinement procedure directly depends on the size of the total load to be distributed, i.e., granularity.

In brief, applications with a significantly large problem size allow fine-grained distribution of the loads across

different devices, thus the amount of introduced load balancing bubbles is expected to be minimal. In contrast,

operating at a coarser grained scheduling granularity, i.e., relatively small total number of loads to be distributed,

causes inevitable load balancing bubbles, which can significantly limit the possibility to attain the perfect load

balancing. When encoding 1080p HD sequence in Fig. 11, the total problem size is relatively small (67 MB rows

need to be distributed), thus the load balancing bubbles are caused by impossibility of assigning CPU N cores with

a larger number of chunks without increasing the total τb load balancing time.

In order to amalgamate the above-mentioned improvements, MSLBA VC2 multi-module load balancing approach

is proposed. Besides replication of INT module execution on each device, the scheduling granularity is virtually

extended by distributing the loads in two steps for different parts of ME+INT+SME sequence, namely by separately

considering ME+INT and SME processing. Hence, in MSLBA VC2, it is required to determine two distribution

vectors m={mi} and s={si} with different number of loads to be assigned to each pi device, i={1, . . ., nc+nw},
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Fig. 13. State of input/output buffers when assigning mi and si loads to a device with MSLBA VC2.

such that both ME+INT and SME procedures are as balanced as possible. According to the determined distribution

vectors, a specific pi device is responsible for processing mi loads from ME, complete INT and si loads from

SME module, collaboratively with other heterogeneous devices in the system. Moreover, since ME+INT and SME

are individually considered, the sum of mi and si loads must be equal to the total number of loads N , i.e.,∑nc+nw

i=1 mi=N and
∑nc+nw

i=1 si=N .

The mapping of assigned mi and si loads across several partitioned input/output data buffers in MSLBA VC2

approach is depicted in Fig. 13. In detail, assigning mi and si chunks to a single device for computing the part

of ME+INT and SME with MSLBA VC2 approach refers to: i) performing ME on the CF portion of a size

mi×MB height×CF width, as well as on previously reconstructed RFs (depending on the number of considered

RFs), to produce mi×MV width part of the output MVs buffer from ME (MVm); ii) performing INT on the

previously reconstructed RF to locally interpolate the complete SF; and iii) performing SME on computed/fetched

MVm portion of size si×MV width, as well as on interpolated SFs, to produce the final part of the output MVs

from SME (MVs) of size si×MV width.

Figure 14 graphically represents (in time domain) the load balancing problem addressed with the MSLBA VC2

approach, for two different problem variants, i.e., GPU-centric and CPU-centric in Fig. 14(a) and 14(b), respectively.

The total video encoding time (for all inter-loop modules) is separated in three parts, namely τb1, τb2 and τtot. τb2

marks the region where MSLBA VC2 approach is applied for collaborative processing of ME+INT (until τb1) and

SME modules (between τb1 and τb2), whereas the region between τb2 and τtot marks the application region of the

R* mapping algorithm. In Fig. 14(a) for GPU-centric MSLBA VC2 approach, GPU1 represents the best performing

device selected for remaining R* modules, which is also responsible for reconstruction of RF used for encoding

of the next inter-frame (RF+1). In the τb1 region, all employed devices, i.e., CPU cores and GPUs, collaboratively

perform the part of ME module and complete INT for an arbitrary mi load distribution. While for locally performed

computations on the CPU no additional data transfers occur, for accelerators it is firstly required to transfer from the

host to each device the portion or complete CF for ME. For brevity and due to the fact that CF is also needed for

SME module, as well as for MC on GPU1, the transfer of complete CF is considered in Fig. 14(a). Moreover, the

solution and overall complexity of scheduling in presence of several shared sub-partitioned buffers across different
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DL modules is presented in Section III-D. For all accelerators it is also required to perform host to device transfers

of the last RF for INT, except for GPU1 that was involved in its reconstruction. To that respect, replication of

the complete INT process is conducted on each accelerator, while it is naturally performed in parallel on all CPU

cores. As a result, no additional transfers are required for SF, since the full set of interpolated data is available at

each device. In order to increase the scheduling granularity with two-step load balancing across ME+INT and SME

modules, in τb1 region it is also required to transfer to the host the computed portion of MVs from ME (MVm) to

sustain correctness of the following SME process, i.e., in contrast to MSLBA VC1 approach, SME might operate

on different set of data depending on the amount of assigned si loads. Hence, in the region between τb1 and τb2,

all devices collaboratively perform SME, where additional transfers are required for accelerators. In particular, all

GPUs need to receive the part of previously computed MVs from ME and to dispatch to the host the produced MVs

in order to guarantee the correctness of MC on GPU1. Finally, in the region between τb2 and τtot, GPU1 firstly

receives the remaining MVs from SME, and after R* modules are processed, the reconstructed RF+1 is transferred

to the host to allow encoding of the next inter-frame. In CPU-centric MSLBA VC2 approach presented in Fig. 14(b),

the R* modules are assigned to the CPU, while all GPUs resemble the functionality of GPUi accelerators from

the GPU-centric approach.

In order to determine m and s distribution vectors by relying on MSLBA approach [36], it is firstly needed to

define the structure of the total performance models for each device type, which will naturally reflect the structure of

automatically built group performance models. According to the previous discussion, for each pi processing device,

it is required to built two total performance models ψmti (x) and ψsti(x) for different parts of the load balancing

procedure, i.e, ME+INT and SME, respectively. The total performance models for CPU cores when collaboratively
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Fig. 14. MSLBA VC2: Load balancing for ME+INT and SME procedures.
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encoding ME+INT, must be built such that a single point in the model, obtained when mi loads are processed on a

pi device, i={1, . . ., nc}, correspond to the relative performance calculated as ψmti (mi)=mi/(t
me
i (mi)+t

int
i (N)),

where tmei (mi) represent the time required to process mi loads within ME module and tinti (N) is the time required

to fully interpolate SF. On the other hand, for accelerators, the total performance models ψmti (x) differ between

the device selected for computation of R* modules and other employed accelerators. As depicted in Fig. 14(a),

for selected GPU1, in a single mi point, the total performance model should be constructed such that the relative

performance is calculated as ψmti (mi)=mi/(t
cfhd
i (N)+tmei (mi)+t

mvdh
i (mi)+t

int
i (N)), i=nc+1, where tcfhdi (N)

represents the time required to transfer the CF from the host to the device, and tmvdhi (mi) is the time to transfer

calculated portion of the MVs to the host. For other accelerators (or all accelerators in the CPU-centric approach), the

relative performance should be calculated as ψmti (mi)=mi/(t
cfhd
i (N)+trfhdi (N)+tmei (mi)+t

mvdh
i (mi)+t

int
i (N)),

i={nc+2, . . ., nw}, to also take into account the host to device transfer of RF, trfhdi (N). For assigned si amount

of loads, the total performance models used in the second load balancing step of MSLBA VC2 approach, i.e.,

collaborative SME processing, are defined as follows: i) ψsti(si)=si/t
sme
i (si) for each CPU core, where tsmei (si) is

the time required to perform SME on si loads and i={1, . . ., nc}; ii) ψsti(si)=si/(t
mvhd
i (si)+t

sme
i (si)) for GPU1,

i=nc+1, to additionally take into account the host to device transfers of previously calculated MVs from ME; and

iii) ψsti(si)=si/(t
mvhd
i (si)+t

sme
i (si)+t

mvdh
i (si)), i={nc+2, . . ., nw}, for all other accelerators, to also consider

the time to transfer the computed MVs from SME to the host. Hence, as previously referred, by relying on MSLBA

approach, the partial estimations of these full performance models are constructed in run-time, i.e., during the video

encoding procedure.

When applying the MSLBA VC2 approach as the Load Balancing Routine for Simultaneous Collaborative

Processing in the iterative Alg. 1, the initial m and s distribution vectors are determined by equidistant partitioning

of the total problem size of N across all employed devices within the processing groups. It is worth emphasizing

that due to replicated INT execution, all devices operate at the total problem size (N ) for this module, except for

CPU where INT is processed in parallel. The obtained execution/transfer values are then used to construct the initial

partial performance models for each heterogeneous device, which are subsequently used in the Iterative phase to

invoke two MSLBA routines for ME+INT and SME processing, construct group performance models and determine

further distributions to achieve multi-level load balancing across processing groups and devices.

In order to experimentally assess of the improvements proposed in the MSLBA VC2 approach, collaborative video

encoding was performed in the previously referred dedicated heterogeneous desktop system with quad-core CPU N

and two GPU F devices, under the same testing conditions. The steady-state distributions were obtained after encod-

ing of the second inter-frame, and the obtained load balancing (in time domain) is depicted in Fig. 15. For simplicity,

the obtained final distribution vectors m={{24, 5}, {23, 5}, 5, 5} and s={{32, 1}, {31, 1}, 1, 1} are presented in the

adjusted per-device form with device enumeration starting from the accelerators. The obtained load balancing with

MSLBA VC2 approach (τtot=22.33ms) results in a 2.95 times faster video encoding procedure, when compared to

the equidistant partitioning among devices from the Initialization phase (τeqtot=65.76ms). Moreover, the introduced

improvements in the MSLBA VC2 approach allow reduction of the total encoding time for 16.2% when directly
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Fig. 15. MSLBA VC2 load balancing achieved on a system with a quad-core CPU N and two GPU F devices for 1080p HD sequence encoding

with 1 RF and SA of 32×32.

compared to the time obtained with MSLBA VC1 approach (at the level of single inter-frame processing). On the

other hand, the scheduling overheads introduced by applying MSLBA VC1 approach are smaller, due to the fact

that it is a single-step procedure (in contrast to the two-step MSLBA VC2 load balancing approach). However, in

practice, the introduced overheads of both routines are negligible (as evidenced in experimental evaluation in [36] for

significantly larger problem size). Furthermore, with MSLBA VC2 approach it is also possible to achieve real-time

video encoding with 1 RF, by outperforming the execution on quad-core CPU N for 4.62 times, and the speed-up

obtained when compared to the execution on a single GPU F device is 1.97.

To further reduce the total encoding time and increase the obtained speed-up to surpass the value of 2 when

compared to the execution on a single GPU F device, in the following Section an LP-based scheduling approach is

presented. In contrast to the two-step MSLBA VC2 approach that efficiently distributes the computational loads of

ME+INT and SME modules by perceiving them as separate load balancing problems, the LP-based approach takes

into account the complete video encoding procedure (across all included modules and necessary data transfers)

when determining the load balancing decisions. It is worth emphasizing that applying FPM-based approaches to

simultaneously determine the distributions of several divisible load application is an area of open research, and to

date this problem can be solved by creating a very large set of temporary performance models to allow determination

of final distributions by exhaustive (or branch and bound) search methods, which are not applicable to the problems

investigated herein due to high scheduling overheads.

D. Load Balancing Routines for Simultaneous Collaborative Processing based on Linear Programming

The LP-based load balancing approaches are proposed herein to incapsulate the overall complexity of video

encoding process, inherent data dependencies and fully exploit computation and communication overlapping, when

distributing the loads of the most computationally demanding modules, i.e., ME, INT and SME, and performing

R* mapping for the remaining inter-loop modules. Since the amount of achievable overlapping depends on the

capabilities of accelerators to support different levels of concurrency, i.e., between the computation kernels and data

transfers, as well as communication in different directions (host to device and device to host), the load balancing
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Fig. 16. LP-based approach: Load balancing for collaborative video encoding across accelerators with dual copy engine.

problems investigated within LP-based approach are separately presented in Fig. 16 and 17, for systems employing

accelerators with different amount of supported communication concurrency. The load balancing problem depicted

in Fig. 16 refers to accelerators with dual copy engine, where it is possible to overlap computation kernels with data

transfers, as well as data transfers in different directions. This type of overlapping behavior is currently possible to

attain only for the high-end GPU devices, such as NVIDIA devices from Tesla K-Series [37], and the concurrency

can not be achieved across data transfers in the same direction. For the most commonly used GPU devices, Fig. 17

shows the considered collaborative video encoding across accelerators where only transfers in one direction can be

successfully overlapped with the computation and no concurrency can be achieved between the data transfers. As

in previously proposed FPM-based approaches, the load balancing problems tackled with LP-based load balancing,

for both considered execution scenarios, are presented for two different R* mapping variants, namely GPU-centric

in Fig. 16(a) and 17(a), and CPU-centric in Fig. 16(b) and 17(b).

In detail, with the proposed LP-based load balancing approach, it is needed to determine a distribution vector

for each computationally intensive module, i.e, m={mi} for ME, l={li} for INT and s={si} for SME modules,

with the amount of MB rows to be processed on each heterogeneous pi device, where i={1, . . ., nw+nc}. For
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Fig. 17. LP-based approach: Load balancing for collaborative video encoding for accelerators with single copy engine.

each depicted variant of the algorithm, in order to minimize the total inter-loop video encoding time τtot, several

synchronization points are defined to insure the correctness of the encoding procedure, namely:

• τ1 denotes the time when the assigned portions of ME and INT modules are processed on each accelerator

(according to the previously determined mi and li distributions). Also, this time includes the period when host

to device transfers of CF portions for ME (CF→ME) and SME (CF→SME) are needed to be performed, as well

as device to host transfers of interpolated part of SF, SF(RF)→SME, to ensure correctness of collaboratively

processed SME for current and subsequently processed inter-frames. For accelerators not involved in the

computation of the remaining R* modules, it is also required to fetch from the host the previously reconstructed

RF before performing ME and INT (RF) and to receive the remaining portion of the previously interpolated SF,

SF(RF-1)→SME, to complete SF at each accelerator. As expected, depending on the supported concurrency

at the accelerator, these input and output data transfers can be overlapped (Fig. 16) or sequentially performed

(Fig. 17). For example, SF(RF)→SME device to host transfers can occur in parallel with the host to device

CF→SME transfers for accelerators with dual copy engine (Fig. 16), while for accelerators with a single copy

engine these transfers are serialized. It is worth emphasizing that, in τ1, LP-based load balancing approach

also exploits the parallelism across independent inter-loop modules (multiple divisible load applications), i.e.,

ME and INT, when determining the load distributions for each device in the system;

• τ2 denotes the time when processing of the assigned portions of ME and INT modules is finished on each CPU

core. At each accelerator, in the period between τ1 and τ2, the device to host transfers occur for computed
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MVs from ME (MV→SME), as well as the host to device transfers of needed parts of SF to sustain SME,

SF(RF)→SME. This period for accelerators is introduced due to the fact that fetching the remaining portion

of SF for SME (the part of SF which is not interpolated on that device) can only be performed after all

accelerators have finished the device to host transfers of their own parts of the interpolated SF in the τ1 period.

Also, device to host transfers of computed MVs can only occur after ME is finished. As previously referred,

for accelerators with dual copy engine these transfers can be performed in parallel since they occur in different

directions (Fig. 16), whereas for accelerators with single copy engine they must be serially performed (Fig. 17);

• τ3 represents the time instant where the host to device transfers of missing parts of MVs from ME to sustain

SME are finished (MV→SME), i.e., the needed MVs that are previously not computed on that device. Moreover,

in the period between τ2 and τ3, SME on all CPU cores can be started, since all MVs are present after the

previous device to host transfers (performed in the period between τ1 and τ2);

• τ4 is the time when all heterogeneous devices should finish collaborative processing of SME module (according

to the previously determined si distributions). In the case, when an accelerator is selected to compute the

remaining R* modules, i.e., GPU1 in Fig. 16(a) and 17(a), the host to device transfers of remaining part of

SF (SF→MC) and CF (CF→MC) are also performed to allow correct computation of MC module, in parallel

with SME computation on the selected accelerator. For other accelerators (and all accelerators in CPU-centric

approaches in Fig. 16(b) and 17(b)), in the period between τ3 and τ4, it must be ensured that employed

accelerators do not only finish the computation of the portion of SME, but also that the computed MVs are

transferred back to the host (MV→MC). For accelerators with dual copy engine presented in Fig. 16, in this

period the transferring of remaining part of SF (to complete it at each accelerator) can also be started to ensure

correctness of SME procedure for the next inter-frame (SF→SME+1);

• τtot represents the overall inter-loop encoding time for a single inter-frame. In the period between τ4 and τtot

the computation of the remaining R* modules needs to be finished. Moreover, in this period, the additional

transfers for the part of remaining SF on accelerators not selected for computing R* modules are performed

(SF→SME+1), such that the transfer time does not surpass the time need for computation of R* modules.

In the case when an accelerator is selected to compute the remaining R* modules, i.e., GPU1 in Fig. 16(a)

and 17(a), prior to their computation it is required to perform host to device transfers of the missing MVs

from SME, which were computed on other devices, i.e., MV→MC. Furthermore, after R* are processed on the

selected accelerator, the reconstructed RF (RF+1) needs to be transferred back to the host, in order to allow

its sending at the beginning of the next inter-frame encoding on other accelerators.

In order to derive the LP-based load balancing approach, it is firstly needed to deeply analyze the state of input

and output buffers, i.e., CF, SF, RF, MVs from ME and SME, for different accelerators’ roles, different parts of

video encoding procedure and each synchronization point from Fig. 16.

As it can be observed in Fig. 18 for GPU1, in the first part of τ1 time interval, GPU1 receives the CF portion

of size m1×MB height×CF width, while SF portion of size l1×MB height×SF width is interpolated within
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INT module. For simplicity, in this Section it is implicitly assumed that enumeration of devices starts with the

GPU devices followed by the CPU cores, which in case of GPU-centric approach starts with the GPU device

selected for computation of remaining R* modules. In the second part of τ1 interval the following actions occur:

i) ME is performed on fetched portion of CF to produce the part of MVs of size m1×MB height×MV width;

ii) produced part of SF is transferred to the host; and iii) additional CF part is transferred from the host in

order to ensure correctness of the following SME. In the case depicted in Fig. 18, the additional part of CF to be

transferred equals to (s1−m1)×MB height×CF width. In the period between τ1 and τ2, the previously computed

part of MVs is transferred to the host, and the additional SF portion of size (s1−l1)×MB height×SF width

is received from the host to allow SME processing. Similarly, the additional MVs required for SME of size

(s1−m1)×MB height×MV width are received in the period between τ2 and τ3. In the time interval between

τ3 and τ4, s1 loads from SME are performed on previously transferred/computed parts of CF, MVs and SF to

produce the part of MVs of size s1×MB height×MV width. In parallel, host to device transfers are performed

to complete CF and SF at the accelerator, i.e., for the case depicted in Fig. 18, the additional amount of data to be

transferred is equal to (N−s1)×MB height×CF width for CF and (N−s1)×MB height×SF width for SF.

Finally, the remaining part of MVs from SME (computed on other devices) is received in the interval between τ4

and τtot, with a total size of (N−s1)×MB height×MV width. Then, the remaining modules are computed to

produce RF of a size N×MB height×RF width, which is subsequently transferred to the host.

In the case of accelerators that are not responsible for computing of R* modules, depicted in Fig. 19, in the first

part of τ1 time interval, the complete previously reconstructed RF is received, followed by fetching of CF portion

according to the given mi amount of loads to process. As it can be noticed, the amount of data to be transferred is

equal to mi×MB height×CF width and it must refer to the adequate CF position (offset) that is calculated in

respect to the load distributions assigned to all other previously enumerated devices, which is symbolically referred

as mi−1 in Fig. 19. At the same time, the SF part of size li×MB height×SF width is interpolated and stored

at the location calculated according to INT distributions assigned to other processing devices. The interpolated

SF portion is then transferred to the host and ME is performed on the previously received part of CF to produce

the mi×MB height×MV width part of correctly displaced MVs. At this stage, the remaining part of previously

interpolated SF (during the encoding of previous inter-frame) is transferred to the accelerator. To ease the explanation

of this procedure, it is depicted in Fig. 19 as the SF remainder fetched in the next iteration (see dashed circled SF

buffer, where remaining portions are emphasized with dark solid colors). Finally, at the end of τ1 time interval,

additional CF portions are transferred for the host for SME. As it can be seen, depending on the calculated CF

offsets, in respect to the si distributions for previously enumerated devices, the amount of data to be transferred

varies. Hence, in the case depicted in Fig. 19, it is required to perform two additional host to device transfers to

fetch the upper part of CF (designated with the region between si−1 and mi−1) and its bottom part (designated with

the region between mi and si). The process of determining the amount of additional data to be transferred when

load distributions for different modules refer to the data from the same buffer is covered in detail in the following

text, since it must be explicitly taken into account in the proposed LP-based load balancing approach. Hence, in the
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Fig. 18. State of input/output buffers on the accelerator with dual copy engine, selected for computation of R* modules (GPU1), when assigning

m1, l1 and s1 loads with LP-based load balancing approach.

period between τ1 and τ2, the computed MVs from ME are transferred to the host, while the additional part of SF

for SME is received (represented as two data transfers in regions between li−1 and si−1 and between si and li in

Fig. 19). Similarly, in the time interval between τ2 and τ3, the additional MVs from ME (computed on other devices)

are received, which are depicted as two separate data transfers (regions between mi−1 and si−1, and between si

and mi, in Fig. 19). Finally, in the interval between τ3 and τ4, si×MB height×MV width MVs computed in

SME are stored at the appropriate position and subsequently sent to the host. In parallel, the remaining part of

interpolated SF is received, which size is determined in order not to surpass τtot−τ3 time limit. This means that

depending on the determined distributions and the amount of τtot−τ3 time, the assigned time slot for additional SF

transfers might not be sufficient to transfer all needed data, i.e., the complete upper SF region (until si−1) and the

complete bottom SF region (from si to N ), as depicted in Fig. 19. For this reason, the remaining (not transferred)

part of SF is received at the beginning of encoding of the next inter-frame, i.e., SF(RF−1)→SME.

Determination of additional and remaining data transfers in heterogenous environments when two divisible

load applications share access to a single data-partitioned buffer: Let m={mi}, l={li} and s={si} be distribution

vectors with mi, li and si amounts of loads to be assigned to each pi heterogenous device, where i={1, . . ., nw+nc},
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Fig. 19. State of input/output buffers on all other accelerators with dual copy engine (GPUi), when assigning mi, li and si loads with LP-based

load balancing approach.

for computing the portion of ME, INT and SME module, respectively. The main problem investigated in this section

tackles the issue of reducing the amount of communication volume between the host and device (i.e., superficial

transfers) when two different DL applications are sharing the access to the same data-partitioned buffer. In particular,

depending on the determined distributions for two DL applications and their execution order, it is possible to

minimize the amount of data transfers for the second application by reusing already received data portions for the

first application (for the same data buffer), when two different distributions partially overlap at a single device.

Hence, the solutions provided herein are applicable to any general situation when two DL applications share the

access to the same partitioned buffer, but for brevity the presentation will be tight to the inter-loop video encoding

modules. In particular, as depicted in Fig. 19, ME and SME modules share the access to both CF and MVs from

ME, whereas INT and SME modules operate on the same SF.

In case when a single DL application is accessing a partitioned buffer, it is possible to directly map the determined

load distributions to the parts input/output buffer data, thus no superficial transfers can occur. In fact, the data offsets

(in the buffer) can be directly computed from the determined distributions, thus different data portions can be sent

for processing on different heterogeneous devices. For example, Fig. 20(a) depicts CF/MV partitioning according

to determined mi ME distributions for processing on pi heterogenous devices, whereas Fig. 20(b) shows the initial
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partitioning of SF according to the distributions determined for INT module (this partitioning is applied in τ1

interval of procedures presented in Fig. 16 and 17). As it can be observed in Fig. 20(a), each pi (DEVi) device

receives a CF portion of size mi×MB height×CF width, which needs to refer to a different part of the CF

in respect to the ME distributions assigned to all previous heterogeneous devices. Hence, the starting position

of data transfers for pi device is defined at
∑i−1
j=1mj×MB height×CF width, while the ending position is

determined at
∑i
j=1mj×MB height×CF width. Correspondingly, the total amount of transferred data is equal

to (
∑i
j=1mj−

∑i−1
j=1mj)×MB height×CF width=mi×MB height×CF width, where it is ensured that each

heterogeneous device processes different parts of CF. Similarly, in Fig. 20(b), SF data portion to be sent/produced at

pi (DEVi) device is determined as (
∑i
j=1 lj−

∑i−1
j=1 lj)×MB height×SF width=li×MB height×SF width.

For example, when two DL applications share the same data-partitioned buffer, depending on the relative distance

between two different distributions at the single device, it is possible, in certain scenarios, to reuse the already sent

data portions for the first application and fetch only the additionally required data to sustain the execution of the

second DL application. Figure 21 depicts all possible cases of additional transfers for a pi device, when two DL

applications access to the same buffer. The already transferred data portion is defined with the region between mi−1

(li−1) and mi (li), whereas the required data for processing within the next module (i.e., SME) is defined with the

region between si−1 and si. As it can be observed, the amount of additional data transfers directly depends on the

relative disposition of two different distributions, as well as on the amount of loads assigned to each previously

enumerated device (to calculate starting and ending offsets from the beginning of the buffer). In brief, for Case 1 in

Fig. 21(a), the data portion required for SME processing completely includes the already transferred ME/INT data,

thus it is needed to perform two additional data transfers to receive the missing upper and bottom data portions

(between si−1 and mi−1, and between mi and si), thus excluding the transfers for already transmitted data portions.

Case 5, depicted in Fig. 21(e), reflects the different situation, where previously transferred data portions already

satisfy all data requirements of SME module, i.e., the region between si−1 and si is completely included in the

region between mi−1 (li−1) and mi (li), thus no additional data transfers are required. On the other hand, Cases

2 and 4 in Fig. 21(b) and 21(d) represent the situations where already transferred and additionally required data

portions partially overlap, whereas in Cases 3 and 5 in Fig. 21(c) and 21(e) all additionally required data must be

transferred to the device, since the already available data refers to the data in a different part of the buffer.
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(a) CF/MV for ME.
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Fig. 20. Single buffer data partitioning and mapping according the determined distributions for a single video encoding module.
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Fig. 21. Additional data transfers when two divisible load applications access to a single buffer.
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Fig. 22. Remaining data transfers when two divisible load applications access to a single buffer.

As previously referred, before performing the R* computations on a selected accelerator, it is required to retrieve

all remaining portions of corresponding buffers (i.e., SF, CF and MVs), which partial content is already locally

available due to the shared access of two different DL application to the same buffers. Hence, in order to reduce

the amount of data transfers required to fully reconstruct the buffer content at a single device, in respect to the

previously transferred data portions for two different DL applications, Fig. 22 depicts all possible cases of remaining

data transfers. For cases when si−1→si and mi−1 (li−1)→mi (li) regions totally or partially overlap (Cases 1, 2, 4

and 5 in Fig. 22) it is needed to perform at most two additional data transfers, namely: i) to fetch the data portion

from the position 0 to the minimum already fetched MB row index, and ii) to retrieve the bottom part of the buffer,

starting from the maximum index of already fetched MB row to the total problem size, i.e., N . In all other cases,

i.e., Cases 3 and 6 in Fig. 22, it is required to transfer the data between si−1→si and mi−1 (li−1)→mi (li) regions.

Let µδi denote the total amount of additional data transfers (in MB rows) for pi device, when ME and SME

modules share the access to the same data buffer, i.e., CF or MVs. Since at most two separate additional data

transfers can occur according to previously presented analysis in Fig. 21, let µδ1i represent the additional data

transfer above the already transferred mi−1→mi region, and µδ2i represent the additional data transfer below the

transferred mi−1→mi region, in order to retrieve all required data in si−1→si region. Correspondingly, let λδi

denote the total amount of additional data transfers for pi device, when INT and SME modules share the access to

the SF data buffer, which consists of λδ1i and λδ2i additional transfers.

Moreover, let µρi denote the total amount of remaining data transfers (in MB rows) for pi device to completely

retrieve the content of the shared buffer between ME and SME, i.e., CF or MVs. Since at most three separate data

transfers can occur, let µρ1i represent the transfer of remaining data portion from the beginning of the buffer, µρ2i

data transfer between mi−1→mi and si−1→si regions, and µρ3i the data transfer to fetch the remaining bottom part

of the buffer until the total size of N . Similarly, λρi , λρ1i , λρ2i and λρ3i correspond to the amount of data transfers
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for pi device to completely retrieve the content of the shared buffer between INT and SME, i.e., SF.

In order to determine the exact amount of data transfers, it is firstly required to define the boundaries for regions

enclosed with different distributions, i.e., µb1i and µe1i (λb1i and λe1i ) to determine the amount of the first additional

data transfer, and µb2i and µe2i (λb2i and λe2i ) to determine the amount of the second additional data transfer. The

boundaries define starting (µb1i , µb2i , λb1i and λb2i ) and ending positions (µe1i , µe2i , λe1i and λe2i ) in the respective

buffer for each additional transfer (offsets from the beginning of the data buffer calculated in respect to the loads

assigned to all previously enumerated devices). Hence, according to previously presented analysis, the boundaries

can be determined as follows:

µb11 =µe11 =0 (λb11 =λe11 =0), µb21 =m1 (λb21 =l1), (1)

µb1i =min{
i−1∑
j=1

mj ,

i−1∑
j=1

sj} (λb1i = min{
i−1∑
j=1

lj ,

i−1∑
j=1

sj}), ∀i∈{2, .., nw} (2)

µe1i =min{
i−1∑
j=1

mj ,

i∑
j=1

sj} (λb1i = min{
i−1∑
j=1

lj ,

i∑
j=1

sj}), ∀i∈{2, .., nw} (3)

µb2i =max{
i∑

j=1

mj ,

i−1∑
j=1

sj} (λb2i = max{
i∑

j=1

li,

i−1∑
j=1

sj}), ∀i∈{2, .., nw} (4)

µe2i =max{
i∑

j=1

mj ,

i∑
j=1

sj} (λb2i = max{
i∑

j=1

li,

i∑
j=1

sj}), ∀i∈{1, .., nw}. (5)

According to the calculated boundaries for different regions, the amount of additional transfers is calculated as:

µδ1i =µe1i −µb1i (λδ1i =λe1i −λb1i ), ∀i∈{1, .., nw} (6)

µδ2i =µe2i −µb2i (λδ2i =λe2i −λb2i ), ∀i∈{1, .., nw} (7)

µδi=µ
δ1
i +µδ2i (λδi=λ

δ1
i +λδ2i ), ∀i∈{1, .., nw}. (8)

As previously referred, the region enclosed between µb1i and µe1i (λb1i and λe1i ) offsets defines the amount of

additional µδ1i (λδ1i ) transfer (Eq. (6)), and the region starting at the position µb2i and ending at the position µe2i

(λb2i and λe2i ) represents the amount of additional µδ2i (λδ2i ) transfer (Eq. (7)). The total amount of additional transfers

µδi (λδi ) is calculated as the sum of the first µδ1i (λδ1i ) and the µδ2i (λδ2i ) second additional transfer (Eq. (8)).

Finally, by relying on the computed additional transfers, the amount of remaining transfers can be calculated as:

µρ1i =µb1i (λρ1i =λb1i ), ∀i∈{1, .., nw} (9)

µρ2i =µb2i −µe1i −mi (λρ2i =λb2i −λe1i −li), ∀i∈{1, .., nw} (10)

µρ3i =N−µe2i (λρ3i =N−λe2i ), ∀i∈{1, .., nw} (11)

µρi=µ
ρ1
i +µρ2i +µρ3i (λρi=λ

ρ1
i +λρ2i +λρ3i ), ∀i∈{1, .., nw}. (12)

Equation (9) resembles the fact that the amount of remaining MB rows from the beginning of the shared buffer

µρ1i (λρ1i ) must be equal to the starting offset of the first additional transfer region. As expected, the amount of
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TABLE I

DETERMINATION OF THE AMOUNT OF ADDITIONAL AND REMAINING DATA TRANSFERS FOR CASES PRESENTED IN FIG. 21 AND 22 BY

RELYING ON EQ. (1)–(8).

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

µb1i

i−1∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

µe1i

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

µb2i

i∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

sj

µe2i

i∑
j=1

sj

i∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

sj

i∑
j=1

mj

i∑
j=1

sj

µδ1i

i−1∑
j=1

mj−
i−1∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

mj−
i−1∑
j=1

sj si 0 0 0

µδ2i

i∑
j=1

sj−
i∑

j=1

mj 0 0
i∑

j=1

sj−
i∑

j=1

mj 0 si

µδi si−mi
i−1∑
j=1

mj−
i−1∑
j=1

sj si

i∑
j=1

sj−
i∑

j=1

mj 0 si

µρ1i

i−1∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

sj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

i−1∑
j=1

mj

µρ2i 0 0
i−1∑
j=1

mj−
i∑

j=1

sj 0 0
i−1∑
j=1

sj−
i∑

j=1

mj

µρ3i N−
i∑

j=1

sj N−
i∑

j=1

mj N−
i∑

j=1

mj N−
i∑

j=1

sj N−
i∑

j=1

mj N−
i∑

j=1

sj

µρi N−si
i−1∑
j=1

sj+N−
i∑

j=1

mj N−mi−si
i−1∑
j=1

mj+N−
i∑

j=1

sj N−mi N−si−mi

data transfers between two regions µρ2i (λρ2i ) is calculated as the difference between the ending offset of the first

additional transfer region and the starting offset of the second additional transfer region subtracted by the amount

of already transferred data (see Eq. (10)). The amount of MB rows to be fetched to complete the bottom part of

the buffer µρ3i (λρ3i ) is then calculated at a difference between the total buffer size N and the end of the second

additional transfer region in Eq. (11). Finally, the total amount of remaining transfers µρi (λρi ) is then calculated as

the sum of these three transfers, i.e., µρ1i (λρ1i ), µρ2i (λρ2i ) and µρ3i (λρ3i ) (Eq. (12)).

In order to provide the practical validation of the presented process for determining the amount of additional and

remaining data transfers, Table I presents the calculated values for µb1i , µe1i , µb2i , µe2i , and µδi , µ
δ1
i , µδ2i , as well as

µρi , µρ1i , µρ2i , µρ3i , for each presented case in Fig. 21 and 22 by relying on Eq. (1)–(8).

As it can be observed, the crucial point in determining the total amount of additional and remaining data transfers

lies in finding the boundaries for different regions in Eq. (1)–(5). For this, it is required to determine the minimum

between two values in Eq. (2) and (3) and the maximum between two values in Eq. (4) and (5). In order to sustain

further derivation of the LP-based load balancing approach, the general algorithms for determination of minimum
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Algorithm 2 LP MIN procedure
Input: x1, x2

Output: y

y≤x1 (13)

y≤x2 (14)

y≥x1−N(1− x̂1), x̂1∈{0, 1} (15)

y≥x2−N(1− x̂2), x̂2∈{0, 1} (16)

x̂1+x̂2=1 (17)

Algorithm 3 LP MAX procedure
Input: x1, x2

Output: y

y≥x1 (18)

y≥x2 (19)

y≤x1+N(1− x̂1), x̂1∈{0, 1} (20)

y≤x2+N(1− x̂2), x̂2∈{0, 1} (21)

x̂1+x̂2=1 (22)

and maximum between two values are presented as LP MIN and LP MAX procedures in Alg. 2 and 3, respectively.

In the presented algorithms, the minimum/maximum y value between x1 and x2 is found by relying on auxiliary

binary variables x̂1 and x̂2 and the total number of loads N as a big-M coefficient (where x̂i=1 if xi is the

minimum value and 0 otherwise), in order to allow application of a full set of objective functions, especially when

performing minimization over the minimum function (Alg. 2) or maximization over the maximum function (Alg. 3).

In brief, when maximizing y in minimum function presented in Alg. 2, conditions expressed in Eq. (13) and (14)

are sufficient to guarantee that y will take the value of the minimum between x1 and x2, since y value will be

maximized until reaching the desired minimum. However, when minimizing y over minimum function in Alg. 2,

depending on the other conditions in the linear program, y can take an arbitrary value between 0 and the minimum

between x1 and x2. Since the goal is to determine the exact minimum between two values, it is further needed

to reinforce this condition by introducing x̂1 and x̂2 binary variables and N as the big-M coefficient in Eq. (15)

and (16), where only one binary variable will be set to 1 to designate the selected minimum (Eq. (17)). Similar

rationale is applied for maximum function in Alg. 3, where Eq. (18) and (19) are sufficient when minimizing y,

but the other conditions, i.e., Eq. (20), (21) and (22), must be also taken into account when maximizing y.

Hence, by relying on derived LP MIN (Alg. 2) and LP MAX (Alg. 3) procedures, the boundary conditions

can be computed when different modules are sharing the access to the same data-partitioned buffer according

to Eq. (1)–(5). To that respect, Alg. 4 presents the MS BOUNDS procedure for determining the boundaries

when ME and SME access CF or MVs, whereas Alg. 5 depicts the LS BOUNDS procedure for determining

the boundaries when INT and SME share the access to SF. Both procedures take current SME distribution vector,

s={si}, i={1, . . ., nw+nc}, as one of the input parameters, while the second input parameter in MS BOUNDS

procedure is current ME distribution vector, m={mi}, or current INT distribution vector, l={li} for LS BOUNDS

procedure. The output of these procedures are boundaries expressed in Eq. (1)–(5), namely: i) MS BOUNDS

procedure produces (µb1i , µ
e1
i , µ

b2
i , µ

e2
i ) tuple for each accelerator in the system, and ii) LS BOUNDS procedure
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Algorithm 4 MS BOUNDS procedure
Input: m={mi}, s={si}
Output: {(µb1i , µe1i , µb2i , µe2i ) | i={1, . . ., nw}}

µb11 =µe11 =0, µb21 =m1, µ
e2
1 =LP MAX(m1, s1) (23)

∀i∈{2, .., nw}:

µb1i =LP MIN(

i−1∑
j=1

mj ,

i−1∑
j=1

sj) (24)

µe1i =LP MIN(

i−1∑
j=1

mj ,
i∑

j=1

sj) (25)

µb2i =LP MAX(

i∑
j=1

mj ,

i−1∑
j=1

sj) (26)

µe2i =LP MAX(

i∑
j=1

mj ,
i∑

j=1

sj) (27)

µb1i−1≤µb11 , µe1i−1≤µe11 (28)

µb2i−1≤µb21 , µe2i−1≤µe21 (29)

µb1i ≤µb21 , µe1i ≤µe21 (30)

Algorithm 5 LS BOUNDS procedure
Input: l={li}, s={si}
Output: {(λb1i , λe1i , λb2i , λe2i ) | i={1, . . ., nw}}

λb11 =λe11 =0, λb21 =l1, λ
e2
1 =LP MAX(l1, s1) (31)

∀i∈{2, .., nw}:

λb1i =LP MIN(

i−1∑
j=1

lj ,

i−1∑
j=1

sj) (32)

λe1i =LP MIN(

i−1∑
j=1

lj ,
i∑

j=1

sj) (33)

λb2i =LP MAX(

i∑
j=1

lj ,

i−1∑
j=1

sj) (34)

λe2i =LP MAX(

i∑
j=1

lj ,
i∑

j=1

sj) (35)

λb1i−1≤µb11 , λe1i−1≤λe1i (36)

λb2i−1≤µb21 , λe2i−1≤λe2i (37)

λb1i ≤λb2i , λe1i ≤λe2i (38)

determines (λb1i , λ
e1
i , λ

b2
i , λ

e2
i ) tuple for each accelerator. As it can be observed, conditions expressed with Eq. (1)–

(5) correspond to the linear program conditions in Eq. (23)–(27) of MS BOUNDS procedure (Alg. 4), and Eq. (31)–

(35) of LS BOUNDS procedure (Alg. 5). Additional conditions in Eq. (28)–(30) in Alg. 4 (Eq. (36)–(37) in Alg. 5)

guarantee that boundaries of the current pi device must me greater or equal to the boundaries of the previous device,

and that the current starting and ending boundaries must be arranged in a non-decreasing order.

Linear Program for Simultaneous Collaborative Processing and Load Balancing: In order to incapsulate

the overall complexity of video encoding process, inherent data dependencies and fully exploit computation and

communication overlapping, when distributing the loads of the most computationally demanding modules, i.e.,

ME, INT and SME, and performing R* mapping for the remaining inter-loop modules, several LP-based load

balancing procedures (LP LB) are proposed herein. The proposed procedures differ according to the type of device

selected to perform the remaining R* modules and the capabilities of employed accelerators to support different

amounts of concurrency between data transfers and kernel execution. In particular, for heterogeneous systems

where collaborative inter-loop video encoding is performed across accelerators with dual copy engines, two LP LB

procedures are derived in Alg. 6 and 7 for GPU-centric and CPU-centric variants, respectively, which correspond

to the load balancing problems presented in Fig. 16(a) and 16(b). In contrast, when collaborative video encoding

is performed in heterogeneous systems employing accelerators with single copy engine, the respective LP LB

procedures are presented in Alg. 8 and 9 for GPU-centric and CPU-centric variants according to Fig. 17(a) and 17(b).
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Algorithm 6 GPU-centric LP LB procedure for collaborative video encoding in heterogeneous systems equipped

with accelerators with dual copy engine

Input: N,nw, nc, TR∗
1 ,Krfdh

1

Input: Km
i ,K

l
i ,K

s
i ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}

Input: Kcfhd
i ,Krfhd

i ,Ksfhd
i ,Ksfdh

i ,Kmvhd
i ,Kmvdh

i , σr−1
i , ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}

Output: m={mi}, l={li}, s={si}, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}
Output: σ={σi}, σr={σri }, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}
Objective: minimize τtot

nw+nc∑
i=1

mi=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

li=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

si=N (39)

m1K
cfhd
1 +m1K

m
1 ≤τ1, i=1 (40)

l1K
l
1+l1K

sfdh
1 ≤τ1, i=1 (41)

{(µb1i , µe1i , µb2i , µe2i )}=MS BOUNDS(m, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (42)

m1K
cfhd
1 +(��µ

e1
1 −��µ

b1
1 +µe21 −��>

m1

µb21 )Kcfhd
1 =µe21 Kcfhd

1 ≤τ1, i=1 (43)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +miK

m
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (44)

NKrfhd
i +liK

l
i+liK

sfdh
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (45)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +σr−1

i Ksfhd
i +(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kcfhd

i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (46)

liK
l
i≤τ1, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (47)

τ1+miK
mvdh
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (48)

{(λb1i , λe1i , λb2i , λe2i )}=LS BOUNDS(l, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (49)

τ1+(��λ
e1
1 −��λ

b1
1 +λe2i −��>

l1
λb2i )Ksfhd

1 = τ1+(λe2i −l1)K
sfhd
1 ≤τ2, i=1 (50)

τ1+(λe1i −λb1i +λe2i −λb2i )Ksfhd
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (51)

liK
l
i+miK

m
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (52)

τ2+(��µ
e1
1 −��µ

b1
1 +µe21 −��>

m1

µb21 )Kmvhd
1 = τ2+(µe21 −m1)K

mvhd
1 ≤τ3, i=1 (53)

τ2+(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kmvhd
i ≤τ3, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (54)

τ2+siK
s
i≤τ4, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (55)

τ3+s1K
s
1≤τ4, i=1 (56)

τ3+(N−λe21 )Ksfhd
1 +(N−µe21 )Kcfhd

1 ≤τ4, i=1 (57)

τ3+siK
s
i+siK

mvdh
i ≤τ4, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (58)

τ4+(N−s1)Kmvhd
1 +TR∗

1 +NKrfdh
1 ≤τtot, i=1 (59)

σ1=0, i=1 (60)

σi=LP MIN(λb1i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i , (τtot−τ3)/K
sfhd
i ), ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (61)

σri=λ
b1
i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i − σi, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (62)
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Algorithm 7 CPU-centric LP LB procedure for collaborative video encoding in heterogeneous systems equipped

with accelerators with dual copy engine
Input: N,nw, nc
Input: Km

i ,K
l
i ,K

s
i , ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}

Input: Kcfhd
i ,Krfhd

i ,Ksfhd
i ,Ksfdh

i ,Kmvhd
i ,Kmvdh

i , σr−1
i , ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}

Input: TR∗
i , ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc}

Output: m={mi}, l={li}, s={si}, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}
Output: σ={σi}, σr={σri }, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}
Objective: minimize τtot

nw+nc∑
i=1

mi=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

li=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

si=N (63)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +miK

m
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (64)

NKrfhd
i +liK

l
i+liK

sfdh
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (65)

{(µb1i , µe1i , µb2i , µe2i )}=MS BOUNDS(m, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (66)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +σr−1

i Ksfhd
i +(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kcfhd

i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (67)

liK
l
i≤τ1, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (68)

τ1+miK
mvdh
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (69)

{(λb1i , λe1i , λb2i , λe2i )}=LS BOUNDS(l, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (70)

τ1+(λe1i −λb1i +λe2i −λb2i )Ksfhd
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (71)

liK
l
i+miK

m
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (72)

τ2+(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kmvhd
i ≤τ3, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (73)

τ2+siK
s
i≤τ4, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (74)

τ3+siK
s
i+siK

mvdh
i ≤τ4, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (75)

τ4+T
R∗
i ≤τtot, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (76)

σi=LP MIN(λb1i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i , (τtot−τ3)/K
sfhd
i ), ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (77)

σri=λ
b1
i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i − σi, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (78)

In brief, depending on the characteristics of the targeted heterogeneous system, one of presented LP LB routines

should be applied as as the Load Balancing Routine for Simultaneous Collaborative Processing in the previously

referred general iterative Alg. 1. It is worth emphasizing that the proposed techniques are also applicable to the

heterogeneous systems combining accelerators with different capabilities, i.e., by mixing the accelerators with dual

and single copy engines, for which it is only required to provide uniform enumeration of devices and to extract the

corresponding LP conditions for a specific accelerator type.

In detail, with the proposed LP LB load balancing approaches, it is needed to determine distribution vectors

for each computationally intensive module, i.e, m={mi} for ME, l={li} for INT and s={si} for SME modules,

with the amount of MB rows to be processed on each heterogeneous pi device, where i={1, . . ., nw+nc}, with the
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Algorithm 8 GPU-centric LP LB procedure for collaborative video encoding in heterogeneous systems equipped

with accelerators with single copy engine

Input: N,nw, nc, TR∗
1 ,Krfdh

1

Input: Km
i ,K

l
i ,K

s
i ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}

Input: Kcfhd
i ,Krfhd

i ,Ksfhd
i ,Ksfdh

i ,Kmvhd
i ,Kmvdh

i , σr−1
i , ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}

Output: m={mi}, l={li}, s={si}, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}
Output: σ={σi}, σr={σri }, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}
Objective: minimize τtot

nw+nc∑
i=1

mi=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

li=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

si=N (79)

m1K
cfhd
1 +m1K

m
1 ≤τ1, i=1 (80)

{(µb1i , µe1i , µb2i , µe2i )}=MS BOUNDS(m, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (81)

l1K
l
1+l1K

sfdh
1 +(��µ

e1
1 −��µ

b1
1 +µe21 −��>

m1

µb21 )Kcfhd
1 =

= l1K
l
1+l1K

sfdh
1 +(µe21 −m1)K

cfhd
1 ≤τ1, i=1 (82)

m1K
cfhd
1 +l1K

sfdh
1 +(��µ

e1
1 −��µ

b1
1 +µe21 −��>

m1

µb21 )Kcfhd
1 =

= l1K
sfdh
1 +µe21 Kcfhd

1 ≤τ1, i=1 (83)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +miK

m
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (84)

NKrfhd
i +liK

l
i+liK

sfdh
i +σr−1

i Ksfhd
i +(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kcfhd

i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (85)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +liK

sfdh
i +σr−1

i Ksfhd
i +

+ (µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kcfhd
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (86)

liK
l
i≤τ1, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (87)

{(λb1i , λe1i , λb2i , λe2i )}=LS BOUNDS(l, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (88)

τ1+m1K
mvdh
1 +(��λ

e1
1 −��λ

b1
1 +λe2i −��>

l1
λb2i )Ksfhd

1 =

= τ1+m1K
mvdh
1 +(λe2i −l1)K

sfhd
1 ≤τ2, i=1 (89)

τ1+miK
mvdh
i +(λe1i −λb1i +λe2i −λb2i )Ksfhd

i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (90)

liK
l
i+miK

m
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (91)

τ2+(��µ
e1
1 −��µ

b1
1 +µe21 −��>

m1

µb21 )Kmvhd
1 = τ2+(µe21 −m1)K

mvhd
1 ≤τ3, i=1 (92)

τ2+(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kmvhd
i ≤τ3, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (93)

τ2+siK
s
i≤τ4, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (94)

τ3+s1K
s
1≤τ4, i=1 (95)

τ3+(N−λe21 )Ksfhd
1 +(N−µe21 )Kcfhd

1 ≤τ4, i=1 (96)

τ3+siK
s
i+siK

mvdh
i ≤τ4, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (97)

τ4+(N−s1)Kmvhd
1 +TR∗

1 +NKrfdh
1 ≤τtot, i=1 (98)

σ1=0, i=1 (99)

σi=LP MIN(λb1i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i , (τtot−τ4)/K
sfhd
i ), ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (100)

σri=λ
b1
i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i − σi, ∀i∈{2, . . ., nw} (101)
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Algorithm 9 CPU-centric LP LB procedure for collaborative video encoding in heterogeneous systems equipped

with accelerators with single copy engine
Input: N,nw, nc
Input: Km

i ,K
l
i ,K

s
i , ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}

Input: Kcfhd
i ,Krfhd

i ,Ksfhd
i ,Ksfdh

i ,Kmvhd
i ,Kmvdh

i , σr−1
i , ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}

Input: TR∗
i , ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc}

Output: m={mi}, l={li}, s={si}, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}
Output: σ={σi}, σr={σri }, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}
Objective: minimize τtot

nw+nc∑
i=1

mi=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

li=N,

nw+nc∑
i=1

si=N (102)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +miK

m
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (103)

{(µb1i , µe1i , µb2i , µe2i )}=MS BOUNDS(m, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (104)

NKrfhd
i +liK

l
i+liK

sfdh
i +σr−1

i Ksfhd
i +(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kcfhd

i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (105)

NKrfhd
i +miK

cfhd
i +liK

sfdh
i +σr−1

i Ksfhd
i +

+ (µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kcfhd
i ≤τ1, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (106)

liK
l
i≤τ1, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (107)

{(λb1i , λe1i , λb2i , λe2i )}=LS BOUNDS(l, s) ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (108)

τ1+miK
mvdh
i +(λe1i −λb1i +λe2i −λb2i )Ksfhd

i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (109)

liK
l
i+miK

m
i ≤τ2, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (110)

τ2+(µe1i −µb1i +µe2i −µb2i )Kmvhd
i ≤τ3, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (111)

τ2+siK
s
i≤τ4, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (112)

τ3+siK
s
i+siK

mvdh
i ≤τ4, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (113)

τ4+T
R∗
i ≤τtot, ∀i∈{nw+1, . . ., nw+nc} (114)

σi=LP MIN(λb1i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i , (τtot−τ4)/K
sfhd
i ), ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (115)

σri=λ
b1
i +λb2i −λe1i −li+N−λe2i − σi, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw} (116)

objective to minimize the total inter-loop video encoding time τtot. Moreover, in the presented LP LB procedures two

additional distribution vectors are also determined for each accelerator, i.e., σ={σi} and σr={σri }, i={1, . . ., nw},

to reflect the amount of additionally required data transfers (in MB rows) to complete the currently interpolated SF

at each accelerator. Hence, σ={σi} distribution vector reflects the amount of SF transfers that can be performed to

each pi accelerator during the processing of the current inter-frame, i.e., without causing the additional overheads

to the total time for collaborative video encoding. Correspondingly, σr={σri } represent the remaining data transfers

(in MB rows) to be performed (to fully complete the SF) at each pi accelerator, which occur during the processing

of the next inter-frame. To that respect, computed σr={σri } remainders for the current frame serve as inputs when

processing the next inter-frame, which are designated as σr−1={σr−1
i } inputs in presented LP LB procedures.
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Motivated by the very fast convergence rate of previously proposed MSLBA VC1 and MSLBA VC2 algorithms

and to allow application of LP principles, the performance of each pi device for computationally intensive modules

is characterized with Km
i , Kl

i and Ks
i parameters for ME, INT and SME modules, which are expressed in time

per MB row obtained for currently assigned loads from m, l and s distribution vectors. Hence, the obtained

parameters during the encoding with already determined distributions serve as inputs to the LP LB procedures to

determine the next distributions according to the iterative routine from Alg. 1. Correspondingly, Kcfhd
i , Krfhd

i ,

Krfdh
i , Ksfhd

i , Ksfdh
i , Kmvhd

i , Kmvdh
i represent the obtained time per transferred MB row in different transfer

directions, i.e. host to device (hd) or device to host (dh), for CF, RF, SF and MVs. Depending on the device

selected to perform the computations of the remaining R* modules, TR∗
i refers to the time required to perform

complete MC+TQ+TQ−1+DBL sequence on the selected device.

When applying the LP LB procedure as the Load Balancing Routine for Simultaneous Collaborative Processing

in the iterative Alg. 1, the initial m, l and s distribution vectors are determined by equidistant partitioning of the

total problem size of N across all employed devices, while σ and σr vectors are initially set to zero. The obtained

execution/transfer parameters for each heterogeneous device are subsequently used in the Iterative phase to invoke

LP LB procedure and determine further distributions to achieve load balancing across processing devices.

In brief, according to the previously presented analyses, for each depicted variant of the algorithm, minimization

of the total inter-loop video encoding time τtot is attained by satisfying different LP conditions for synchronization

points depicted in Fig. 16 and 17. Equations (39), (63), (79) and (102) in Alg. 6, 7, 8 and 9, respectively, express

the initial condition that the sum of determined distributions across heterogeneous devices in m, l and s distribution

vectors must be equal to the total problem size of N , i.e., the total number of MB rows. For GPU-centric approaches,

Eq. (40)–(43) in Alg. 6 and Eq. (80)–(83) in Alg. 8 present the required conditions for accelerator selected

to perform R* computations, which guarantee that input CF transfers, output SF transfers and computations in

ME and SME modules are finished before the first synchronization point τ1, presented in Fig. 16(a) and 17(a),

respectively. Moreover, for other accelerators in GPU-centric approaches, Eq. (44)–(46) in Alg. 6 and Eq. (84)–(86)

in Alg. 8 additionally consider that RF and the remaining part of previously interpolated SF, i.e., σr−1 transfers

must be completed before τ1. The latter conditions are also expressed in CPU-centric approaches for all employed

accelerators, namely Eq. (64)–(67) in Alg. 103 and Eq. (103)–(106) in Alg. 9. Since ME and SME share the access

to the CF, the amount of additional transfers is determined by relying on MS BOUNDS procedure presented in

Alg. 4, i.e., Eq. (42) in Alg. 6, Eq. (66) in Alg. 7, Eq. (81) in Alg. 8 and Eq. (104) in Alg. 9. Additionally, during

τ1 interval, it is also required that INT process is finished on employed CPU cores, i.e., Eq. (47) in Alg. 6, Eq. (68)

in Alg. 7, Eq. (87) in Alg. 8 and Eq. (107) in Alg. 9.

In period between τ1 and τ2, for each employed accelerator device to host transfers of produced MVs from ME

must be performed, as well as host to device transfers of additional SF portions, which are expressed in Eq. (48)–

(51) in Alg. 6, Eq. (69)–(71) in Alg. 7, Eq. (89)–(90) in Alg. 8, and Eq. (109) in Alg. 9. Since INT and SME

share the access to the SF, the amount of additional transfers is determined by relying on LS BOUNDS procedure

presented in Alg. 5, i.e., Eq. (49) in Alg. 6, Eq. (70) in Alg. 7, Eq. (88) in Alg. 8 and Eq. (108) in Alg. 9. Also,
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all CPU cores must finish processing of assigned loads from INT and ME modules until τ2, which is expressed in

Eq. (52) in Alg. 6, Eq. (72) in Alg. 7, Eq. (91) in Alg. 8 and Eq. (110) in Alg. 9.

The time interval between τ2 and τ3 designates the period when all additional MVs from ME need to be transferred

from the host (determined according to the MS BOUNDS in Alg. 4), i.e., Eq. (53)–(54) in Alg. 6, Eq. (73) in Alg. 7,

Eq. (92)–(93) in Alg. 8, and Eq. (111) in Alg. 9. Also, all CPU cores must finish processing of the assigned loads

from SME between τ2 and τ4, which is expressed in Eq. (55) in Alg. 6, Eq. (74) in Alg. 7, Eq. (94) in Alg. 8, and

Eq. (112) in Alg. 9.

In the time period between τ3 and τ4 and in parallel with SME computation on CPU cores, the accelerator

selected for R* computation, in GPU-centric approaches, must finish processing of the assigned number of loads

from SME, as well as host to device transfers of the remaining parts of SF and CF, which is represented with

conditions in Eq. (56)–(57) in Alg. 6 and Eq. (95)–(96) in Alg. 8. For all other accelerators, besides the time to

compute the assigned number of SME loads, it is also required to consider the time to transfer the produced MVs

from SME to the host, which is expressed with Eq. (58) in Alg. 6, Eq. (75) in Alg. 7, Eq. (97) in Alg. 8, and

Eq. (113) in Alg. 9.

Finally, the total collaborative video encoding time τtot is determined depending on the device selected to perform

R* modules. For CPU-centric approaches, parallel R* processing is considered across all CPU cores, which is

designated with conditions Eq. (76) in Alg. 7 and Eq. (114) in Alg. 9. For GPU-centric variants, besides the time

to compute R* modules on the selected accelerator, it is also required to take into account the time to transfer the

remaining part of MVs produced in SME on other devices, as well as to transfer the reconstructed RF to the host,

i.e., Eq. (59) in Alg. 6 and Eq. (98) in Alg. 8.

The LP MIN procedure presented in Alg. 2 is used determine the amount of remaining MB rows from SF

that can be transferred in the time period defined with τ3 and τtot when performing collaborative encoding in

heterogeneous systems equipped with accelerators with dual copy engines (or τ4 and τtot when accelerators with

single copy engines are incorporated), which are stored in the σ distribution vector, i.e., Eq. (61) in Alg. 6, Eq. (77)

in Alg. 7, Eq. (100) in Alg. 8, and Eq. (115) in Alg. 9. Correspondingly, the amount of non-transferred SF rows

is also calculated within σr vector and used when encoding the next inter-frame, which is expressed with Eq. (62)

in Alg. 6, Eq. (78) in Alg. 7, Eq. (101) in Alg. 8, and Eq. (116) in Alg. 9.

Since determined distribution vectors m, l, s, σ and σr must consists of strictly integer values, the proposed

LP LB load balancing procedures rely on relaxing an integer linear program into a rational formulation [38, 39],

in order to reduce the scheduling overheads, while ensuring a parallel execution as balanced as possible. This

relaxation allows to obtain the upper bound of the optimal load distribution, which is transposed into the discrete

domain by applying a refinement procedure. In brief, since the obtained upper bound of the optimal load distribution

(MB rows assigned to each device) is a vector of real values, it is further rounded down to the nearest integers

and the remaining loads are assigned to the devices by using the refinement procedure presented in Alg. 10. The

refinement for LP LB procedures is a three-step process (see lines 1, 5 and 9 in Alg. 10), where the loads for

selected devices (on which the load balancing degradation is expected to be minimal) are iteratively incremented
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Algorithm 10 LP LB refinement procedure
1: while

∑nw+nc
i=1 mi<N do

2: find q∈{1, . . ., nw+nc} such that τtot(mq+1)=min{τtot(mi+1)}, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}
3: mq=mq+1 and recalculate σ={σi} and σr={σri }, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}
4: end while

5: while
∑nw+nc
i=1 li<N do

6: find q∈{1, . . ., nw+nc} such that τtot(lq+1)=min{τtot(li+1)}, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}
7: lq=lq+1 and recalculate σ={σi} and σr={σri }, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}
8: end while

9: while
∑nw+nc
i=1 si<N do

10: find q∈{1, . . ., nw+nc} such that τtot(sq+1)=min{τtot(si+1)}, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw+nc}
11: sq=sq+1 and recalculate σ={σi} and σr={σri }, ∀i∈{1, . . ., nw}
12: end while

until all N rows are distributed for each individual computationally intensive module and the rounded distribution

vector, i.e., m for ME (lines 1-4), l for INT (lines 5-8) and s for SME (lines 9-12). Moreover, due to the fact that

altering distributions causes different opportunities for fetching the remaining part of SF at the accelerators, after

the device that causes minimal performance degradation is selected and its load is incremented, it is also needed

to recompute respective σ and σr vectors.

In order to experimentally assess the efficiency of the proposed LP LB approach, collaborative video encoding was

performed in previously referred dedicated heterogeneous desktop system with quad-core CPU N and two GPU F

devices, under the same testing conditions used during the initial evaluation of MSLBA VC1 and MSLBA VC2

approaches. The steady-state distributions were obtained after encoding of the second inter-frame. The obtained load

balancing (in time domain) is depicted in Fig. 23 for optimal load distributions obtained in real domain and after

applying the refinement procedure to obtain distributions in the discrete domain, depicted in Fig. 23(a) and 23(b),

respectively. As it can be observed in Fig. 23(a), the ideal load balancing across all employed heterogeneous

devices can only be achieved in the real domain, whereas in the real execution scenario with integer distributions

the load balancing bubbles must appear, as depicted in Fig. 23(b). This is especially evident in the case of CPU

core distributions, where due to the fact that it is not possible to assign CPU cores with 1.33 load chunks for SME

processing, the load balancing bubble is created when assigning the CPU cores with a single SME load. Hence, the

obtained final refined distribution vectors are m={24, 23, 5, 5, 5, 5}, l={30, 37, 0, 0, 0, 0}, and s={31, 32, 1, 1, 1, 1}.

It is worth noting that according to the obtained decisions, INT process is assigned for execution only to the

accelerators, which is an expected behavior as it allows reduction of data transfers for completing the interpolated SF.

The obtained load balancing with LP LB approach (τtot=18.48ms) allow reduction of the total encoding time

for 17.24% when compared to the time obtained with MSLBA VC2 approach and 30.68% when compared to the

MSLBA VC1 approach (at the level of single inter-frame encoding). On the other hand, the scheduling overheads

introduced by applying LP LB depend on the efficiency of applied algorithm for solving the linear program,
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Fig. 23. LP LB load balancing achieved on a system with a quad-core CPU N and two GPU F devices for 1080p HD sequence encoding with

1 RF and SA of 32×32.

which in case of Simplex method used in publicly available lp solve software package [16] does not surpass

1ms. Furthermore, with LP LB approach it is also possible to achieve real-time video encoding with 1 RF, by

outperforming the execution on quad-core CPU N for 5.57 times. Finally, the speed-up of 2.38 is obtained with

LP LB approach when compared to the execution on a single GPU F device, which practically shows the ability

of the proposed approach to efficiently exploit the computational power of employed heterogeneous devices.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The primary focus of this work was on investigating the efficient scheduling and load balancing methods for

parallel heterogeneous execution environments when the computations of a complex multi-module application are
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collaborative performed across devices of different architectures. In such execution scenarios, the additional level

of heterogeneity is introduced at the application level via data-dependent modules with different characteristics and

scheduling opportunities.

In order to tackle these problems for a real-world application with the above-mentioned complexity, a specific

focus was paid on proposing efficient adaptive load balancing algorithms that allow achieving the real-time collabo-

rative video encoding on commodity desktop systems by relying on different scheduling and performance modeling

techniques to efficiently exploit the parallel execution at several levels, namely: i) at the level of a single module; ii)

across several modules, and iii) at the overall application level. In particular, the proposed adaptive load balancing

approaches integrate different scheduling techniques based on FPM, DAG-based scheduling and LP to explicitly take

into account the execution requirements of the individual modules, inter- and intra-module dependencies, as well

as the tight execution constraints of the considered application. Moreover, the LP-based algorithm for minimization

of the communication volume when two divisible load applications share the access to the single data partitioned

buffer is also derived.
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